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VOL LIX.

MOUNT VERNON, OHIO: THURSDAY. APRIL 23, 1896.

NO. 51.

ill IDIMllft IDIN.

PROFESSIONAL CAROS
W.

o

E.

GRANT,

Inhabited Only by I.onely
Women.

ATTOUXKY-AT-LA W.
FFICE Rooiu No. 2, Woodward Opera
House Building, Mi. Vernon, Ohio.
ocl 31 tf

Roninniie Island in the
South Atlantic Seas,

N. K. OOTSII <1.1.,
TTORNEY-\T-LAW, Real Estate and
Izian Agent. Property for sale. Money
to Loan. Office—Banning Building. Mt.
Vernon, Ohio.
28marly

A

THE BEST

W. M. KODXN,

ATTOKN B Y AT-I j A W,
FFICE over Knox County Savings
Bank, Ml. Vernon. Ohio.
novltf

SPRING MEDICINE

O

A. B. SelMTWR,
ATTORNEY AND COUNSELLOR AT LAW.

o

FFICK, opposite tne Court House. MtVernon, Ohio.
18jau94

H. C. Pxvis.

H. D. Gi itch fixed.

C'rllrli fiel<l <1 l>evln,

A

ttorneys at law. office over
Stauffer's Clothing Store. North Side
Public Square. Mt. Vernon, Ohio. lljanM

. e.coorxx.

rum xooi

COOPER A MOORE
1 TTORNEY8 AT LAW.
Office
V. Mais Strict Mt. Vernon 0.

MONEY TO LOAN,

1

INSURANCE TO SELL

McKEE & WRIGHT,

insurance agents, offices
General
W Cor. Public Square and High St-

Guv A. Watour

C. W. McKxa.

PHYSICIANS.

I aR. E It. EGGLESTON.
X-F Office and Residence, 211 N Main
street, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
Office Hours—2 to 4 p. m.
Telephone calls —Home Co , No- 31); Bell
Co., No. 32.

c1

Where the Sterner Sex are Literally
and Truly “Not In It”—Some St range

K. OONARD, M. D.,

Hombopathic Physiciak and SuroboM.
Offiob—In the Woodward Block. Resi
dence—Gambier St., Arentrue property.
Office hoars, 8 to 10 a. m., 2 to 4 and 5 to
Ip.m.
Zlaprly
JOHN E. RUSSELL, M. D.,
SURGEON AND PHY8ICIAN,
Office—West side of Main street, 4doors
north of Public Square, Mt. Vernon, Ohio,
1 elephone No. 74.
Rttidenoe —East Gambier street. Tele
lhoae7>
29«eot87

DR.GEORGEB BUNN
pHYSICIAN AND8URGE0N,

3, Rogers Block 111 South MaicSl.
Mocnt Vbrnon, Ohio.
All professional calls by day or night
poinptlr responded to
Uune

Room

KNOX COUNTY

TEACHERS’

EVAMIAATIGAS
Meetings fur the Examination of
Teachers will be held at the
School Room,

Examinations Will Commence at 8:30 o'clock
li. D onobrake, Preet.,
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
L. B. Houck, lerk,
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
S. H. Maharry,
Centeibur:, Ohio.

$2,50

CLEVELAND
TO

_________

BUFFALO.

DAILY LINE BETWEEN

CLEVELAND

and TOLEDO,

Via “C. & B. LINE.”
Steamers “City of Buffalo,” (new)
“State of Ohio” and “State of New York”
DAILY TIME TABLE.
SUNDAY INCI.UDXD AFTKB MA» 90-

Lv.Cleveland.7flil r.M. I Lv.Buffalo,
7:30 r.MAr. Buffalo, 7:30 A M; | Ar. Cleveland, 73UA.M
On I re I Standard Time.
Take the “C. A H. Line'*’ steamer* and enjoy n
refruahiug night's reel when enroute to Kunalo,
Niagara Falls, Toronto, Mew York, Boston,
Albany, ',000 Islands, or any Eastern or Cana
dian point.
Unlly Kxrursloas Weekly to Niagara Falls.
Send 1 cents postage for tourist pamphlet.
For further information ask your near* «t ( «»u
pon Ticket Agent, or address
W. F. HERMAN,
I. F. NEWMAN,
Uen’l Fess. Agt.
ben*1 Manager.
Clrvrland. 0.

l*u pits’

Kxaiiiinatioiis
----- BY------

COUNTY SCHOOL EXAMINERS.

The Knox County School
Examiners will hold exam
inations in the Central
School building, Mt. Ver
non, Ohio, on Saturday,
April 4th, and Saturday,
May 2nd, 1896, for pupils of
sub-district and
special
district schools, who desire
admission to any High
school of the county.
Each applicant must be
examined in the common
branches.

A fee of five cents to
cover postage and sta
tionery will be charged.
The examination will be
gin at 8:30 a. m. and close
at 3:30 p. m.
For further information
address the Clerk of Exam
iners, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
Let all interested in these
examinations take due no
tice of the same and govern
themselves accordingly.
L. B. Houck,
Clerk of Examiners.
L- D. Bonebrake,
President.
S. H. Maharry.
March 10, 1896.

“Beats Anything Afloat”

The largest piece .of .good
tobacco ever sold for io cents
and .
the 5 cent piece is nearly as
large as you .get of other
high grades for io cents

jOTHING

FOR MEN and BOYS

THE STOCK IS TEEMIXfi WITH NEW AND HANDSOME Dyspepsia,
STYLES,
Best that foreign and domestic looms can
produce. The prices are so low that every
body who buys sends somebody else. In
fact, the

Stomach Troubles,

THE LOW PRICES AND GOOD CLOTH
1SG IS THE MET

Which draws crowds our way. It’s a won
derful and stimula tingsight to see the peo
ple coming day alter day. It’s a remarkable
indorsement. It’s what we expected. It
rests with you whether you get your share
of the dollars being saved this season at
our store. Don’t wait,

FACTORY PRICES.

$25.00
TO

$30.00
SAVED
WHEN ,OU BUY

A

GRAH SPECIAL BICYCLE
BICYCLES SENT ON APPROVAL, fend tor Catalogue.
Second-hand wheels from $2C to S40.

WM. GRAH, COLUMBUS, O.

Pure Blood,
Perfect Digestion
Sound Nerves,

LYON’S

Seven Wonders

DON’T HOLD OFF UNTIL THE LINES ARE
BROKEN.
Come early. Come now and you’ll find
that never in the history ot clothing-selling
have such prices been named.
Men*?* Dress Suits,

Utility,

Economy.

If

French, English, Scotch and German

HIGH GRADE BICYCLES

the Siren of the Island of Tristan
de Cunha.

is Simmons Liver regulator—don’t
forget to take it The Liver gets sluggish
during the Winter, just like all nature,
[New Yo k Journal.]
and the system becomes choked up by
the accumulated waste, which brings cn
The tuneful lauy who lias just been
Malaria, Fever and Ague and Rheuma
tism. You want to wakeup your Liver thinking what a queer world thid would
now, but be sure you take SIMMONS be if the men were all transported far
Liver Regulator to do it. it also
regulates the Liver—keeps it properly at beyond the Northern Sea could have
work, when your system will be free fr r.i her curiosity fairly well gratified by
noison and the whole body invigorated.
tnoviug to the Island of Tristan de
‘ You get THE BEST BLOOD . kt:, Cunha. There the male population is
your system is in A1 condition, and t’-.at
will only be when the Liver is kept active. 16—four of them very old and three
Try a Liver Remedy once and nctc t?
still babies, while there are 47 women
difference. But take only Elj
on the rock.
Liver Regulator—it is Lim. v :
If you look on a map of the world
Liver regulator which r.-.a!
difference. Take it in powder cr i.
somewhere about midway between the
already prepared, or make a t...
Cape of Good Hope and South America,
powder; but take SIMMONS I.IVER
in the Atlantic, you arc liable to find
LATOR. You’ll find the RED X
package. Look for it.
this island. You can distinguish it
i. H. Zeilin &. Co., Pliiladel
f oni a fly speck because the fly speck
on the map w bigger. There were 14
men on the island uutil six months ago,
when the second mate of the wrecked
Allen Shaw and an able eeaman floated
ashore. The mate'was married before
he was dry, and the sailor narrowly
escaped sudden lnanimony by dying.
The latest tidings from Tristan de
Cunha come by the steamer Miowera,
; which eame into Victoria the other day.
On her way from Australia she spoke
the ship Hartford.
The Captain of the Dartford reported
that in latitude 37 degrees 5 minutes
south, longitude 12 degrees 16 minutes
west, he spoke a small boat in which
BREAKS UP A COLD.
were three men, who wanted to trade
CURES
HEALS
potatoes, milk, eggs and penguin skins
Colic, 1
Cuts,
for clothing, tea, rice and sugar from
the vessel’s stores.
Cramps.’
Burns,
The men explained that the popula
Diarrhoea,
Bruises,
tion
of the island depended for its
Flux,
Scratches,
supplies on passing ships, but that they
Bites of
Cholera
)
hadn’t succeeded iu catching a ship for
Morbus,
Animals and
six months. They particularly begged
I
Nausea,
Bugs, etc.
. for corsets, hairpins and ribbons or any
Changes of
other articles of feminine use, but, as
Tastes Good,
the Dartford was in the cobra and hide
Water, etc.
Smelis Good.
business, there was nothing of the kind
SOLDI EVERYWHERE.
aboard. When the trade was all made
25c. and 50c. Per Bottle.
the spokesman of the boat party asked
BOc. size 2,’i times larger than 25c. size.
if there were not some men on board
NO RELIEF, NOSPAY.
who would join the colony.
HERB MEDICINE CO.,
‘‘We will give any able-bodied man,”
Springfield, - - Ohio.
he said, “as good house as he wants,
cattle and land enough to keep him and
a young, handsome wife. He’ll have
30 to choose frem, and. any one of them
^nife to be proud of.”
w
V
V
The Dartford was slu^rt-handed, and
the Captain would not even let the
sailors hear the offer, though the spokes
men hinted that if it was a question of
terms he was authorized to give even
greater advantages.
All readily yield to the curative
As a final inducement the man that
power of Lyon’s Seven Wonders. It came out of the sea told his own experi
is a permanent cure. Thousands of
testimonials to its merit. Makes ence.
the nerves firm and strong. Gives
He came to the island master of his
sweet sleep, perfect digestion, men own boat, and a committee consisting of
tal vigor.
the entire population of the island
waited upon him and begged him to
stay. His crew, a Phillippine Island
halfbreed, wanted to be included in the
arrangement, and negotiations were
progressing finely when an unfortunate
incident broke them oft. A sudden
Are sure to follow its use. Sixty hurricane blew up while the master of
doses in a box. Only f i.oo. You can
the Jennie Joud was on shore being
buy
entertained, and carried the staunch
little boat nobody ever found where,
and the lonely crew with her. Then it
wasn’t a question of whether the master
should stay. He couldn’t get away, and
therefore settled down and made the
Of your druggist, or address
best of it. The young woman who had
marked the crew for her own considered
herself a widow and would have put on
mourning, but there wasn’t any black
cloth on the island.'
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
Hon. Dan Waugh, Member of Congress from the
The Captain of the Dartford drew
Ninth District, Indiana, says:
After receiving the benefits I have from the from the boatmaster the story of his
use of Lvon’s Seven Wonders, I take pleasure in
say ins a few words in its favor. For years I anfter- wooing.
ed with Indigestion and Stomach Trouble. I used
‘ It wasn’t much,” he modestly said.
various remedies, but found nothing that gave
me relief until I used Lyon's Seven Wonders,- “There were onlj{ four that were partic
which seemed to impart life and vigor to the
entire system. I therefore give it my unqualified ularly fine girls—but since then a dozen
praise.
Yours, etc.,
Das Wauoh, Tipton, Ind.' of the finest you ever saw have grown
We guarantee this remedy to enre up—and I was doubtful. One of them
or money refunded.
made up a kind of custard out of yams,
though, and while she wasn’t, maybe,
For sale bv CTaft & augher.
the prettiest of the four, I thought she’d
do more to make a man’s home happy,
so I took her. Her father, the 'oldest
man of the village, married us.”
“And the three that were left?” asked
Men’s Business Suits,
the Captain.
“Some has got to be unfortunate,”
Men’s Working Suits,
said the modest master.
Meu^s Spring Overcoats,
When they found all their endeavors
to recruit their crop of husbands futile,
Boys’s an<l Children’s Suits,
the boatmen cast off and sailed away
Children’s Beefer Suits,
toward the east to bring their mixed
Children’s Junior Suits
cargo of provisions and disappointment
back to their waiting wives and sisters.
Latest Styles in Hats and Caps,
Before they went, however, they told a
great deal about the simple life on
Complete Line of Gents’ Furnishing Goods.
Tristan de Cunha.
Though in such a hopeless minority,
tyrant man continues to be the govern
ing party. Several times there have
been signs of rebellion, but there are
means even on this South Atlantic rock
to .avert war and preserve the existing
state of affairs. The first stronghold of
I. & D. Rosenthall, Prop’s. Opera House Block,
Ivory Top lamp chimneys 3 the men lies in the fact that it is impos
Cor. Main and Vine Sts., Mt. Vernon, O.
; will not break with heat, p sible to hold the women who have hus
! They are the strongest, most S bands in the same set of harness with
! durable, symmetrical, econ- |j those who have none. When Mary
: oniical lamp chimneys made, b Douthert, for instance, showB signs of
They are made by a special 0 restlessness, Herbert can always bring
! process, and all defective g her down to the stem realities of life
with a comment on the general worthi
ones destroyed at once.
You will never get an im- § ness and attractiveness of young Miss
: perfect chimney if you get an | Catherine Hawkins.
THE FACT THAT WE HAVE NOW IN STOCK
Real trouble seemed imminent on a
A COMPLETE LINE OF
single occasion, due to a rather severe
correction administered by the ‘one
citizen of French descent to her who
had chosen him. The women announc
ed they were going to run things and
M os send you "a boots about lamps, "free.
punish the offender if they had to fight
THE LIPPIXCOTT GLASS CO.,
for it. The men took counsel together
Alexandria, Ind.
AND A HANDSOMER LINE OF PIECE CLOTHS
and made answer that if the women
HAS NEVER GRACED OUR TABLES.
didn’t quit their nonsense they would
It b a settled fact that we have more than double tne variety'of
take the whaleboat and leave the island
all other tailoring establishments combined can show, conseuqent*
A
CO.,
in a body. The emeute was quelled by
ty we cannot fail to please you with something both STYLISH
this single threat.
AND DESIRABLE.
DKALEREIN
The nearest point to Tristan de Cunha
CM AS. A. DERMODY.
is St. Helena, 1,300 miles away. And
St. Helena is responsible for the fact
Curtis Ware house, Lower Main street, that Tristan is inhabited. While Na
Mt. Vernon, Ohio. Telephone
poleon was a prisoner on] St. Helena

Is the richest, the choicest, the best fitting
the most reliable, the most stylish, the most
Central Building, Mt. Vernon, durable and economical ever ottered by
Indigestion,—
The Second Saturday of Every Jleiith,
anybody anywhere.
Anil the I.aat Saturday of September,
October, November, February
arch and April.

and Reinnrkahlc Experiences With

SUITINGS AND TROUSERINGS!

IVORY!
TOP

Flour,Feed, Seeds, Poultry

the English government maintained a
garrison on Trietan. When Napoleon
died the reason for garrisoning the
island ceased, and the soldiers withdrew
—all except Corporal William Glass,
his family and two privates. The pri
vates married Glass’s daughter. That
is, one married her and died, and in due
time the other fellow got the widow.
That was SO years ago, and the present
population is descended from thfse
people for the most part. An occasion
al castaway has swelled the population,
and there is a tradition, hazy and
vigorously denied by the inhabitants,
that a prison brig stopped there a matter
of half a century ago and left a couple
of women convicts.
There has not been much history since
that time. The men have ever shown a
sxittish desire to get away, and through
the decades quite a number have de
serted. There is one page in the island’s
history that is never referred to by the
inhabitants without sorrow. It deals
with an occurrence in 1837. At that
time there were 32 meu on the island,
and the women only outnumbered them
a trifle. The outlook was very bright,
and they even talked of running a halfyearly boat to the world. As unexpect
edly as an explosion from a bottle of
milk the future was blighted.
Thirteen men seized the only boat one
night, after having secretly provisioned
her, and sailed away never to return.
To this constant defection of the men
is, of course, attributable the excess of
women in the population.
The hope and pride of the island is,
naturally, the three baby boys. The
mothers of these three are looked upon
as public benefactors. The advent of
each boy was hailed as an epoch-mak
ing episode, and the mothers naturally
go around there feeling that they have
done great things. The mother of a boy
is a proud being in Tristan da Cunha.
But there is another side to the shield.
When a mother in whom the hopes of
the nation have centered for a while
betrays the confidence reposed in her
and brings a daughter into the world,
her friends drop in to commiserate her
and sympathize with her, and if a suc
cession of daughters come through the
years people talk about her as they
might of one who had accidentallywrecked a train or started a pestilence
—not her fault, but still—
As to dress, numbers and difficulties
do not altogether stjp fashions. Some
very pretty and up-to-date costumes
can be designed from sailcloth, bark
and grass fabrics. Chicken wishbones
will do for hairpins if they have to, and
where there is whalebone there is hope
as far as corsets go.
There is, to be sure, a dreadful lack
of incentive where there are no men,
but they live in hopes that some day a
fine, big, well-manned ship will wreck
on the rocks, and then there will be
marrying and giving in marriage until
further orders.

$1.50 PER AXM’.M IX ADVANfF.

I MflDIBHJOHIH

Highest of all in Leavening Power.— Latest U. S. Gov’t Report

Conics to (lie Front an«l
Prom II iw Mory.
.1

Whale Swallowed an
English Kuilor,

And After

ABSOLUTELY PURE

Being Conilned

•lx Hours in the

nelly

Tliiriythe Mon durance, as have

ster Expelled Him, and He Relates

a Horrible Experience He Under
went in the Strange Prison.

been attested by many
incidents in the voyage just e.ided. Since
the steamer has beep in Liverpool Bar*ley has, on two or three occasions; suffer
ed from the old hallucination, and has
imagined that he was being consumed
in a fiery furnace. It became necessary
to send him to a hospital in London.
His general health seems good, but
his skin still retains a peculiar blu*sh
tinge, which seems indelible, and which
was doubtless caused by the action of
the gastric juice of the whale’s stomach.

The Journal des Debats, of Paris, one
of the most conservative publications in
the world, ha9 become convinced that
the experieuee of the prophet Jonah in
the belly of a whale has been duplicated
by an adventure that recently befell
James Bartley, an English seaman, one
of the crew ol the whaler Star of the
Spring is full of tenr< r»to all whose con
East. M. Henri de l’arville, the scien
stitution
is not able to resist the sudden
tific editor of the Journal dee Debats, is
a man who is accustomed to weighing changes of temperature and other insal
evidence with painstaking care and of ubrities of the season. To put the sys
tem in condition to overcome these evils,
reaching conclusions only when they nothing is so effective as Ayer's Sarsap
have been approached with the utmost arilla. Take it now.
conservatism.
A mastodon’s skull, in a line stale of
Says M. de l’arville: “I have already
had cause to remark in these columns preservation, was dug up at Buchanan,
Mich., near the Indiana boundary, a
that gigantic stomachs over two metres few days ago. It measures two and
in diameter have been found in whales one half feet in width and has f u *
of thirteen metres in length. The whale perfect teeth. The teeth measure abcu*
belonging to the Prince of Monaco four inches bv six and one-half iuches.
which died the other day wa9 found to
“Half a span of angry Bteel” will pro
have in its intestines many hundred
dace no more fatal results than a neg
kilogrammes of fishes in various stages
lected cold or cough. For all throat
of decomposition. Even Goliath in his
and lung diseases, Ayer’s Cherry Pec
time could not have weighed more than toral is the best remedy. It is invalu
that, to say nothing of Jonah.
able in eases of croup, whooping cough,
The scientific editor of the Jour bronchitis, and la grippe.
nal des Debate, having carefully
At Stubenville Sam Adams and his
considered the details of the following son Ross appeared at the home of M rs.
story, remarks that the accounts McFarland and demanded that Adams’
given “by the captain and the crew of daughter,who resided there,go withtheiu
Mrs. McFarland refused to allow the
the English whaler are worthy of belief. girl
to go,and in a struggle Adams drew
There are many cases reported where revolver and fired, narrowly missing the
whales in the fury of their dying agony woman. Both men were arrested, while
have swallowed human beings, but this attempting to cross the river into West
is the first modern ease where the vic Virginia.
tim has come forth safe and sound.” * *
Lightning Hot Drops—
“After this modern illustration I end by
What a Funny Name,'
believing that Jonah really did come out
from the whale alive.”
Very True, but It Kills All Pair*
The story which has received the sup
So d Everywhere. Every Day-port of one of the most careful and
Without Relief, There Is No Fxv)
painstaking scientists in Europe is as
follows: On the 25th of August, 1895.
Rumex scutatus, the French sorrel,
the man in the“crow’s nest” at the mast has long been natualized in Craigmillar,
is not found anywhere else in the
head of the Star of the East sighted two and
United Kingdom. Its blunt, fiddleenormous sperm whales. The steamer shaped leaves and procumbent stem
immediately gave chase and soon came easily distinguish it front the native
within half a mile of one of them, a sorrels so common in meadows.
hugh male. Two boats, fully equipped
Wright’s Celery Tea regulates the
in the usual way, were lowered and liver and kidneys, cures constipation
rowed towards the animal. James and sick headaette. 26c at all druggists.
Bartley’s l>oat was the nearer, and from
Duemer
James, of Columbus, who
its bow was fired a bomb lance which were awarded the contract, a few months
struck the whale in a vital part. The ago, for putting in the water works
sailors backed water with all their might, plant at St. Marys, have thrown up the
How’s This!
but were not quick enough, for the contract, and it now remains for the
trustees to complete it. The work is
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re monster in the agony of the “Hurry” over
completed, and over 20 per
ward for any case of Catarrh that cannot seized the boat in his jaws, smashing it cent,half
of
the
contract price has been
be cured by Hall’a Catarrh Cure!
drawn out.
like
kindling
wood.
F. J. Cheney & Co., Props., Toledo, O.
The sailors leaped into the water in
We the undersigned,have known F. J.
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe all directions. James Bartley, who had
World's Fair Tests
him perfectly honorable in all business been steering the boat, was thrown up
showed
no baking' powder
transactions and financially able to carry
so pure or so great In leavout any obligation made by their firm. with the stern, which for the moment
West & Tavax, Wholesale Druggists, was almost perpendicular. His com
enlng power as the RoyaL
Toledo, O.
rades in the other Iroat saw him leap,
Waldixg, Kinnan & Marvin, Whole but, unfortunately, on the instant the
Wilfred W. Bishop l>egan suit at
sale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Youngstown against the Pennsylvania
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internal whale threw himself forward, and the railroad
company asking $50,000 damag
ly, acting directly upon the blood and luckless sen man in falling struck within
He was employed as a postal clerk
mucous surfaces of the system. Price the ponderous jaws, which immediately es.
between Pittsburg and Cleveland, and
75c. per bottle. Sold by all Druggis’s. closed over him.
on Dec. 7,1895, at Wampum, Pa., claims
Testimonials Free.
The men in the water were picked up he was seriously injurea, which caused
There is strong probability that an alum by the other boat and the whale was in partial paralysis.
inum plant will be started near Wooster due time killed and brought alongside
An Affidavit.
by parties from the south. Some of the
This is to certify that on May 11th, I
land about there contains about 30 per the steamer, and work was begun re
cent, of aluminum, which is the largest moving the blubber. A day and a night walked to Melick’8 drug store on a pair
^portion of this metal in any lands were consumed in the operation. Final of crutches and bought a bottle of Chamin the country.
ly they opened the stomach. There, to be rlain’s Pain Balm for inflammatory
Sick stomach means sick man (or wo their great astonishment they found rhieumati8m which had crippled me up.
Bartley peacefully reclining as in a bath After using three bottles I am complete
man).
tub. He was unconscious, but still liv ly cuied. I can cheerfully recommend
Why not be well?
it.—Charles H. Wetzel, Sunbury, Pa.
ing.
He had been in the whale’s stom
Sworn and subscribed to before me
Sick stomach comes of poor food,poor
on August 10, 1894.—Walter Shipman,
nourishment: means poor health, poor ach for nearly thirty-six hours.
They hauled him out, laid him upon J. P. For sale at 50 cents per bottle by
comfort.
Shaker Digestive Cordial
druggists.
the
deck and began to rub his limbs,
means health and a well stomach.
If we could examine our stomach we which were purple and besmeared with
Of every 1,000 clergymen between the
would understand why it is that so little the blood of his late host. They gave ages of 45 and 65 only 15.93 die annual
him brandy to drink and at length he ly; but of ever}- 1,000 doctors between
will put it out of order.
the ages of 45 and 65, no fewer than
But, unless we are doctors, we never regained consciousness, but bis reason 28 03, it is said, die every year. Some
was
gone.
For
three
weeks
he
remained
eee our stomach. We only feel it. We
statisticians attribute the high rate of
would feel it less if we take Shakers Di in this condition, raving about the deck mortality among medical men to the
gestive Cordial.
and called upon heaven to save harassing nature of their duties.
Indigestion is the cause of half of our
him
from the horrible furnace in which
dangerous diseases.
It will be an agreeable surprise to per
Shakers Digestive Cordial makes your he imagined himself being consumed.
stomach digest all the nourishing food After a while all hallucinations wore sons subject to attacks of bilious colic to
you eat, relieves all the symptoms of in away and he had lueid intervals, and learn that prompt relief may be had by
digestion, acts as a tonic and soon
taking Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
then his recovery became permanent. and Diarrhoea Remedy. In many in
makes you well and strong again.
Naturally, the first questions that his stances the attack may be prevented by
At druggists. Trial bottle 10 cents.
comrades asked him were what had taking this remedy as soon as the first
At Columbus John A. Knight, cashier been his emotions and impressions while synitoms of the disease appear. 25 and
of the defunct Fifth Avenue Savings
50 cent bottles for sale by druggists.
bank, and who was arrested some weeks in the stomach of the whale.
“
I
remember
very
well,
”
he
said
“
from
after the failure and the discovery by
Five young negroes caught Miss Min
the special examiner of a shortage of the moment that I jumped from the nie Clark, a respectable colored woman
180,000,lias confessed that he is a default boat and felt my feet strike some soft of South Delaware, who was on her way
er to the extent of $15,000.
substance. I looked up and saw a big- to the home of an aunt and dragged her
to the South School grounds, where they
During the winter of 1893, F. M. ribbed canopy of light pink and white brutally assaulted her and left her lock
descending
over
me,
and
the
next
ed up in an outbuilding. Miss Clark
Martin, of Long Reach, West Va., con
tracted a severe cold which left him moment I felt myself drawn downward identified her assailants ts Frank
Barnett, Floyd Reese, Charles Crawford,
with a cough. In speaking of how he feet first, and I realized that I was being Charles Cook and James Grier. They
swallowed
by.
a
whale.
I
was
drawn
cured it he says: “I used several kinds
fled, but four of them are under arrest.
ol cough syrup but found no relief until lower and lower; a waft of soft llesh sur The U. S. Gov’t Reports
I bought a bottle of Chamberlain’s rounded me and hemmed me in on
show Royal Baking Powder
Cough Remedy, which relieved me every side, yet the pressure was not pain
superior
to all others.
ful
and
tlie
llesh
easily
gave
way
like
almost instantly, and in a short time
Charles Brenker, employed on the
brought about a complete cure.” soft india-rubber before my slightest
farm of J. B. Jackson, in Troy township,
When troubled with cough or cold use movement
near Delaware, met with a serious ac
this remedy and you will not find it
‘Suddenly I found myself in a sack cident while in a somnambulistic 6(ate.
necessary to try several kinds before
you get relief. It has been in the mar much larger than my body, but com. The family were aroused about two
ket for over twenty years and constantly pletely dark. I felt about me and my o’clock by loud cries, followed by groans.
grown in tavor and popularity. For hand came in contact with several Brenker was finally found outside on
sale at 25 and 50 cents per bottle by fishes, some of which seemed to be still the ground with his left arm broken
and badly bruised. He had leaped
druggists.
alive, for they squirmed in my fingers through a window, four and and one
Two Italians,who have stolen hundreds and slipped back to my feet. Soon I half feet from the floor, breaking only
of chickens about Wooster, have been felt a great pain in my head and my one pane ol’ glass fourteen by twenty-six
arrested. They had turned their whole breathing became more and more diffi inches, and had fallen 15 feet.
residence into a hen house. One hun
dred chickens and turkeys, stolen in 4S cult; at the same time I felt a terrible
hours, were recovered. A turkey with a heat; it 6eemed to consume me, growing
crippled foot led to their detection.
hotter and hotter; my eyes became coals
of fire in my head and I believed every
Perfect Wisdom
Would give us perfect health. Because moment that I was going to be broiled
men and women are not perfectly wise, alive.
teaches you that when
“The horrible thought that I was con
they must take medicines to keep them
the bowels are inopera
selves perfectly healthy. Pure, rich denwed to perish in the belly of a whale
tormented
me
beyond
endurance,
while
tive there is something
blood is the basis of good health. Hood’s
Sarsaparilla is the One True Blood Puri at the same time the^ awful silence
wrong.
fier. It gives good health because it of the terrible prison weighed me down.
Many doctors’
bills
builds upon the true foundation—pure I tried to rise, to move my arms and
have
been
saved
by
the
blood.
legs, to cry out. All action was now
prompt
use
of
Paragon
Hood’s Pills are purely vegetable, impossible, but my brain seemed abnor
Tea.
Your 25 cents
perfectly harmless, always reliable and mally clear, and with a full comprehen
beneficial.
back if it fails to cure
sion of my awful fate I finally lost con
any ordinary disorder
At Mansfield Mr.and Mrs.Henry Eberle, sciousness.”
The truth of this extraordinary ad
an aged couple, were found in their home
of the stomach, liver or
overcome by gas from a stove. Mrs. venture is vouched for by the sailors
kidneys.
Eberle was found dead in the arms of her and the captain of the Star of the Eist
'Sold by druggists.
Prepared by S. R
husband. The old man was uncon It appears that James Bartley is a man
Veil & Co., Chemists, Cleveland, O.
scious, and was not revived for some
time. He is much improved and will about thirty-five years of age, of strong
?Sold at H M.Ureen s Drug Store
physique and wonderful powers of enrecover.

Common
Sense

At Columbus Lovetta Chambers, a
little girl whose father believes in faith
c ire, died from congestion of the lungs.
Tne child’s mother died Kjveral months
ago in the same way, when rational
medical treatment might have saved her
life. There is much indignation over
the matter.
Wright’s Celery Tea cures constipa
tion. sick hcodaebeu. I’ao at druggists.

A young man who posed sr a deaf
mute in poverty begged from Ravenna
business men. In one store a man who
suspeckd that the youth was not all that
he claimed to be, went at him rough
shod with accusations ns to his genuine
ness. This was too much for the “mute.”
He turned on his accuser with an oath
and then walked rapidly out of the
store.

Weak

Worn out, nervous women, deceive
criticism where they should have
sympathy. They cannot help being
nervous, if their blood is impure.
When the blood fails to feed the
nerves upon proper nourishment what
can you expect but nervous prostra
tion, debility and nervous headaches? '
If the cause is found in impure blood,
the cure must be in making the blood
pure. This is just what llood’s Sarsa
parilla does, and it has proved the true
nerve tonic because it is the true blood
purifier, and the solace, comfort and
defender of thousands of housewives,

Nervous

teachers, clerks and other sufferers of
of both sexes. Just read this letter:
“I think it is my duty to tell what
Hood’s Sarsaparilla has done for me and
my family. Twoyears ago I was in a weak,
nervous condition and had dreadful pal
pitations or jumping of my heart, fol
lowed by sinking upells, which would last
for several minutes. Sometimes it would
seem as though I would never come out
of them. I was treated by the best physi
cians, but only fora little time did they
help me. I seemed to be growing worse
instead of better. I would often seem
hungry, but when I ate, no matter how
little, it would cause me such misery that
I was often wicked enough to w ish my
self dead. I had that

Tired

languid, all-gone feeling and suffered aw
ful distress in my stomach. I had given
up all hopes of ever being well, when
my mother wished me to try Hood’s
Sarsaparilla. I consented, to please her,
and before I had taken the whole of one
bottle I could see I was improving, and
soon was indeed very much better. Its
effects have been truly wonderful and I
hope this letter may be the means of help
ing other suffering men and

Women
to try Hood’s Sarsaparilla and be benefited
by it. We have used Hood’s I’illa in our
family and And them very excellent, es
pecially for constipation. Wegive Hood’s
medicines great praise, and if anyone
complains of feeling badly, I say ‘ Y’ou
should take Hood’s and only Hood’s.’”
Mrs. Kittie SMITH, 326 Dane Street, Wa
terloo, Iowa.
Remember that

Hood
’
s
Sarsaparilla
Is the One True lllood Purifier. All druggists. SI.
Prepared only by C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.

,, r'»*n the best family catliartle
MOOll S HlllS and liver stimulant. 25c.

* CALL or WRITE *
We can CURE YOU by our
NEW SYSTEM after all oth
ers FAIL. We can do thle
because we do not need to
experiment and have more perfect
means and are more SKILLFUL In the
treatment of diseases of which we
make a specialty than other physicians.

READ.

THE COSMOPOLITAN
Eleetre-Medieal and Surgical

INSTITUTE, ’
Varloooele.
Gleet,
Stricture,
Hydrocele.
Blenorrhagla, Syphilis (all
atagegkand all diseases
i of a like nature, and
never fall to give a per
fect and permanent
CURE in a short time.
OL'B NEW SYSTEM
(62 years In works wonders In these
practice.)
diseases.

Consultation Free!
YOUNG,

MIDDLE-AGED,
OLD

MEN or WOMEN
contemplating MAR
RIAGE should consult
ua before taking this
step. We can CURB all
weaknesses by our
NEW SYSTEM after all (28 years In
others fall.
practice.)

ADVICE PRICE !
Consul! or Write Us
"before giving up In

(14 years In
practice.)

despair. It will cost
you nothing and may
be the meaus of giving
you everlasting happi
ness. We have cured
thousands when relief
could not be given exoept by car
NEW SYSTEM.
We might be able to
do this for you.

UtrvoDS Uelllill.KE&'SsSSS

Lack of Energy. Physical Decay arising
from Indiscretion. Excess, Exposure or
Worry.producing Nervousness, Debili
ty. Dimness of Sight, Seif-distrust,
Poor Memory, Pimples on Face, Aver
sion to Society, Lou of Ambition, Un
fitness to Marry. Melancholy. Dys
pepsia, Stunted Development. Lose of
Power, lalns In tlio Back, SAFELY
and PRIVATELY CURED by oor NEW
SYSTEM OK NO PAY. .
Blood and Skin Diseases,
all forms, affecting Body, Ndse.Throat’
Skin and Bones, Blotches. Eruptions*
Acne. Eczema, Old Sores, Ulcere, Pain*
ful Swellings, from whatever cause*
positively and forever driven from the
system. St ff and Swollen Joints and
Rheumatism, the result of Blood
Polson, surely CURED in 80 to 00 days
or NO PAY.
KIDNEY and EKISAHY Complaints,
Painful, Difficult, too Frequent or
Bloody Urine.promptly CURED by our
NEW SYSTEM.
BE CLUED while you can—If neglect
ed the will come t time when you
are beyond human aid an 1 skill.
MAIL TREATMENT.—OUR HOME
TP.EATMXNT la on the same high
standard as that given at our OFFICES.
On application an Interesting pamphlet
will be sent free to any address. In
structive to all sufferers or persons
contemplating marriage. Question
Lists sent on application. AH business
held sacredly confidential. Nothing
sent C. O. D. No names used without
written consent. All letters and pack
age* sent sealed and free from observa
tion. Send for our financial and pro
fessional referencee.
Hours,9-0Standard; Sundays, 10-5-

THE COSMOPOLITAN
Eleetre-Medleal and Surgical

INSTITUTE, •’SS’LTi!"(East Soldiers’ Monument.)

^he Banner*

WILL IT BE CLEVELAND AGAIN?

It WiS JUST Jim THIS

than any other left hander can boast of.

Wolverton will be in tbe box for the Col
umbus team next Sunday. The opposing
Not long since the New York World
team will be Detroit. With Detroit will
published an editorial looking into the
W. M. HARVZU.
FBA3K 1IAHPXB
political situation as it appeared from a You See the Forakerltes be Outcalt, who, with Dan Daub, now of
HARPER A HARPER.
tbe Brooklyns, put Dennison University on
Democratic standpoint, and concluded
Were iu the Saddle
a par with such teams as Cornell and U.
by asking the question, "Is Not Mr.
of M.
$1.50 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE.
Cleveland the Logical Candidate?”
A
ii«l
they
Didn't
Do
Kenyon played an exhibition game with
There were many voluntary responses,
NO. 5, MONUMENT SQUARE.
the Gambier nine last week and were beaten
Thing to McKinley,
and the World sought the opinions of
by a score of 10 to 3. For a team that ex
people who were supposed to reflect
pects to cut any great figure in tbe inter
TELEPHONE CONNECTION.
Democratic sentiment. After digesting At the Shelby Convention but Throw
collegiate race, this is not encouraging.
Him Down Good and Hard -Mor
the resjHjnses, the World sizes up the
MOUNT VEBIOI, OHIO.
Thw House passed Mr. Beatty’s biH pro
row County Did the Business, and
matter as follows:
•
viding for the erection of sign boards at
The
replies
to
the
question
“
Is
Not
There are Very Serious Charges
THURSDAY MORNING...APRIL 2J. 1896
cross roads. The measure is backed by
Mr. Cleveland the Logical Candidate?”
Against Editor Harry Griffith.
the wheelmen of the State, who in tbsir
have disclosed the feeling of the party
Knox county is entitled to six dele in a very instructive manner.
travels over the country want to know
1. The discussion has shown a marked
“
where they are at.” Il provides that upon
gates in the Democratic State Conven
The result of the Republican convention
increase eince 1892 in the hostility to
the petition of ten persons the township
tion.
of
this
Congressonal
district
furnishes
an

Mr. Cleveland’s personality. This feeltrustees shall erect sign boards showing tbe
Jo Manlky, of Maine, has a very iug does not appear to be confined to other of the political sensations that have distance to the principal villages in the
one locality. Expressions of it have beeen sprung in Ohio this year, and again
courteous manner of calling Santa Claus come from every part of the country McKinley gets the corrugated brow.
township. The trustees are also to keep the
Grosvenor, of Ohio, a liar.
We do not attempt to explain it.
This was considered one of the “sure posts in repair and the signs plainly let
tered.
We simply record it as revealed.
thing" McKinley districts, so much so that
Bellefontaine lias burglars.—Marion
2. It has disclosed considerable ap the leading McKinley men of the district
The Grand Padishaw.
Mirror.
parent feeling against a third term.
Princes of tbe Orient residing in Licking
What are her prospects lor recover)'* But it is significant that this objection is have been devo’ing their time to pulling in
urged mainly by Mr. Cleveland’s per McKinley delegates in several Slates of the and Knox counties are looking forward
The A. P. A. is taking a rather sonal or political opponents. Of those Union, notably in the land of alligators and with great expectancy to tbe visit ot tbs
prominent part in the business of nom who believe in him as the exponent of bananas, iustead of looking after their Grand Padisbaw to Utica on Tuesday even
money and tariff reform, a man fences at home, and the upshot of the ing, the 28th inst. Tbe great honor shown
inating a Republican candidate for sound
stubborn in his independence and de whole business is thst two Forakeritea goto Utica Mosque by the Grand Padishaw in
President.
fiant of politicians, scorning time-serv the Republican Natioual convention, as making this visit is much appreciated by
ing and bold in standing up for his
This Congressional district furnishes convictions, few. if any mention the delegatee. Of course they are “instructed’ the members, and they intend to do their
to support McKinley tor President, but they utmost to entertain him during the few
another illustration ol the solidity of third term or seem to care about it.
3. In spite of the bitter opposition to will heed the instruction, or not, as they bouts of bis stay. He has sent a communi
Ohio for McKinley and also of the
his candidacy, Mr. Cleveland has main want to after they get to St. Louis and find cation to the Mosque here stating that be
fealty of the Forakeritea.
tained an eloquent silence on the sub out whether they can be of any assistance will arrive here with a larger and more
-----------ject.
Nearly all his personal friends in throwing down Ute Great American Poser. gorgeous retinue than he has ever before ap
One of the new Ohio laws requires
As waa stated in the Banneb several
outside of politics, his kitchen cabinet,
the payment of a fee of $5 by all public some of his official Cabinet and numer months ago. the program of the McKinley peared with. A gorgeous street parade will
be given before the grand reception. All
officers except Notaries and Justices of ous office-holders have said with more ilea in this district was to send Burgess Me-1 visiting Princes are earnestly requested to
the Peace, who receive commissions or less emphasis that he is not a candi Elroy, of thia city, and Ex-Speaker Lewis appear In the city with their most gorgeous
from the Governor. Notaries and date and does not desire the nomina C. Laylin, of Norwalk, as delegates to St Oriental robes on this occasion, that they
tion. The President himself has not Louis, but neither will go. The defeat of mav take part in the grand parade.
Justices are to pay $2.
The Grand Padishaw also stales that he
said so, and he has carefully abstained
saying anything to justify this the McKinley people at Shelby was com will instruct not to exceed ten or twelve
In looking about for a solution of the from
plete.
neophytes
in the mysteries of the order.
view. It is a case where silence implies
question raised by President Bogardus consent. And it may be assumed, as
It was not until noon of convention day The Princes of Newark are much interested
the Grand Padishaw's visit, and a large
regarding the improvement of the we have said before, that if not the that the McKinley people realized that in
delegation is expected front there. They
logical
candidate
of
his
party,
Mr.
they
were
doomed,
and
even
then
Laylin
streets, Council could protitaby investi
also request the favor of bringing two or
is at least a passive candidate, would not acknowledge it, and was convinc three candidates here for instruction, and it
gate the subject of road rollers as a Cleveland
calmly awaiting events and perhaps ed only after he bad gone up against the will probably be granted them.
good means to the end sought
The weary Princes will be regaled with a
expecting to shape them.
stone wall.
repast suitable to their needs at the end of
4. It is also significant that the chief
Congressman
Kerr
was
given
are-nomina

the ceremonies —Utica News Herald.
The first official and formal announce leaders and the bosses, and even the
ment of a Democratic candidacy for other candidates named—all those most tion by acclamation. That was conceded
WEEKLY CROP BULLETIN.
the Presidency comes from Missouri potential in the party and who will all around, and consquently the only fight
was on the question of delegates.
control
the
nomination
—
have
carefully
Prospects lbr Good Crops are Daily
where the State Convention indorsed ex abstained from saying anything positive
The McKinley element had thesolid votes
Growing Better.
Congressman Bland, the famous free on the subject of the President’s candi of Huron and Knox,and 28 from Richland
Section Director II. W. Richardson, of
silver advocate, for the high office.
daev. Gorman, Brice, Hill, Whitney They found that the Foraker people bad
Dickinson, Russell,Stevenson, Matthews Lorain and Ashland solid and a good slice Columbus, has issued the weekly crop bul
An exchange rises to remark that Patterson, etc., are just as silent as he out of Richland's vote- But as it thus letin, for week ending April 20, from which
the following is taken Only the middle
nearly every Southern delegate to the They are waiting, like Cleveland.
stood, nether side had enough votes to nomi section, of which Knox county is a part, is
5..
It
is
important,
further,
to
note
St. Louis Convention is for sale. How
given:
thatthe President is strongest where the nateis that? It has been asserted that they sound money principle is strongest, as
The key to the situation was in the hands
The weather has been warm and dry dur
have already been bought. If they are in States like Minnesota and Wisconsin of the Morrow county delegation.
iog the past week. Light showers fell on
There was every reason why Morrow the 14tb, but more is needed. Wheat sown
honest they will stay bought, and can where there is a large German element
in the autumn and on low land ap
and that he is weakest where the free should go with Knox in the fight, and in early
not be for sale.
in fair condition, that on high clay
silver notion prevails, in the South and fact there existed a solemn compact to that pears
land is making no progress, and many fields
The Ohio opponents of McKinley Southwest. The proportion is almost effect, which bad been made several have been plowed op and sown to oats
precise.
months ago. By this agreement McElroy Oats nearly all sown except in a few locaii
are thinking somewhat of consolidating
6. Whether Cleveland will be the
ties where delayed. Young clover comine
their energies on Foraker regardless of logical candidate or a candidate at all and Laylin were to get the solid vote of up thin and does not look promising. Tim
Morrow
.
othy
and blue glass starting, but old
the Zanesville agreement. They seem depends upon the developments be
The Foraker people were sharp enough to meadows iu a poor condition. Pastures
tween
now
and
July.
But
there
seems
to think the tim9 has come for
improving. Gardens are being made and
to be no doubt from the sentiment de see just bow things were, and for some time
withdrawing that knife from Joseph veloped by The World’s inquiry that back there had been some very effective early potatoes planted. Plum, peach, and
cherry trees comine in bloom. Plowing for
Benson’s boot leg.
there is no lack of candidates or aspir missionary work done by them in Morrow corn in progress; ground in eood condition
ants at this time, and that there will be county. Editor Harry Griffith, of Mt for breaking up, but would be greatly im
The bill introduced by Represents a spirited tight over the nomination and Gilead, carried the vote of Morrow in his proved by rain. Rye looking well.
tive Workman, of this county, requiring the platform. The platform will prob vest pocket, and what he said “went.” Up
boards of equalization to serve notice ably decide the nommation.because it is until noon of Convention day Morrow was
impossible for the free-silverities to mus
upon a person whose personal property ter the two-thirds vote necessary for the an uncertain quantity, and bad them all
return is sought to be added to, giving nomination, while they may control a guessing, bat before the convention met
time and opportunity to show cause majority to ruin the platform. It is un 1 o'clock it became known that tbe Morrow
why the addition should not be made likely that any man of principle will ac county contingent had cast their lot with
DO YOU
cept the nomination unless he can stand the Foraker faction, and then the jig was
has been made a law.
KNOW
on a sound platform. Without this con up for the Tin Plated God of Canton.
there will be no hope of success
It is charged by some of the McKinleyites
THAT
THE
With a beautiful inconsistency, the junction
With it there will be at least honor and
North Dakota Republicans resolve for hopeful fighting ground for the future that when Griffith went to Columbus a fe
weeks ago, and procured Gov. Bushnell I
sound money and McKinley in the
appoint bis friend McMillan Probate Judge
same breath. Wonder if that whilom
of Morrow county that a condition was im
Some Good Recommendations.
citizen of Mt. Vernon, Col. W. C. Macposed regarding tbe vote of Morrow on dele
In
his
little
speech
accepting
the
Pres

fadden, Treasurer of Cass county, N. D.
gates to St. Louis, and that the stand taken
PRODUCES THE FINEST WORK
didn’t do considerable of the slick work idency of the new Council, Mr. Bogardus by Morrow county was in pursuance of th
IN THE CITY ? IT IS A FACT TRY
made
some
valuable
suggestions
on
THEM
AND SEE.
deal made by Gov. Bushnell and Editor
out there for McKinley ?
Phone 129.
222 8. Main.
which Council would do well to act
Griffith- It is also charged that there were
The Mt. Vernon Republican seems to
His calling attention to the miserable pledges made for the future.
be very much tickled over the result of condition of the streets and the need of
At any rate, to the surprise of the Mc
the Shelby gathering. It never said
improvement in this direction, should Kinley faction, Morrow county Hopped
favorable word for Burgees McElroy’i commend itself to all citizens. With over to Foraker. When thia became known
candidacy for National Delegate, but the exception of Main Street, the streets Mr. Elroy and bis friends saw it was useless
on the contrary,is charged by McElroy’i of Mt. Vernon are little better than to make any fight, and consequently his
name was not presented to the convention
STEVENS - Managers.
friends with secretly conniving to down country mud roads, almost bottomless Laylin fought to a finish, and looked like GRANT
the Knox county candidate.
in winter and furnishing, in summer he bad been through an oil press when he
constant clouds of dust, to fill residences came out.
Has Burgess McElroy lost his grip? and injure the furnishings thereof, and
The delegates selected were Arthur
In one day he was twice a loser. He making it exceedingly disagreeable to Garford, tbe bicycle saddle manufacturer, of Denman Thompson's
failed to get into the band wagon at those who ride about for business or Elyria, and Jacob Cahn, the clothing mer
FAMOUS PLAY,
chant, of Ashland. Both are ardent Foraker
Shelby, and at Columbus was turned pleasure.
down for the Secretaryship of the State
President Bogardus’s forceful manner followers. Tbe alternates are Col. W. C
Executive committee. Perhaps things of putting the question of sewerage Cooper, of this city, and W. 8. Cappeller
might have been different if Mr. Mc for the engine house should not fail to of Mansfield. The Presidential elsctor
William P. Vaughn, of Morrow.
Elroy had paid more attention to fixing make an impression on the minds of
things in Ohio instead of hunting Mc the members of Council, and cause
BA8EBALL AND BICYCLES.
Management of Win. Warmington.
Kinley allegators in Florida.
them to remedy the evil without delay
Another important recommendation by Notea Picked Up at Random Con The Original Old Homestead
At the beginning of this year the President Bogardus is that regarding the
cerning Sport.
Double Quartette.
silver coins and silver certificates in codification of the city ordinances. It
Every afternoon, the members of tbe ball
actual circulation in the United States is a startling truth that there is no
amounted to $459,700,260. There were record of the passage of some of the team are taken out either to the Park or the
also in circulation Treasury notes of ordinances, and no one will dispute the east end ball grounds, and given a thorough Wonderful electrical
1890 representing silver-bullion pur proposition that the affairs of Mt. Ver practice. Whisner will be here in time to
Effects.
pitch the opening game next Monday, and
chases to the extent of $115,726,769. non can not be rightly administered at the same time it is expected that several
PRICES
—
First
Four Rows Parqnet,
Thus we have a circulation of $575,427, without a better arrangement of tne other good men will be on hand. It is the
$1, balance Parquet, 75 Cents. Ilress
029 based directly on silver, against ordinances.
intention of Manager Cunningham to pre Circle, 50 Cents; Balcony 35 Cents;
$534,664,986 in gold coin and gold certifi
Altogether, President Bogardus has sent as formidable an array oftalent aspossi Gallery, 25 Cents.
cates. Isn’t thia a pretty practical given the members of Council some ble, and that by playing none hut first-class
Seats on sale at Harry M. Green’s
amateurs, build up and stimulate the inter Drug Store.
bimetallism?
food for thought

FARM FOR SALE I

For Good

Color and
Heavy Growth
Of Hair, use

of tbe best producing farms in Knox
county, consisting of 321 acres in Ber
ONE
lin township, known as the “Joe Hall"

farm. This is a rare opportunity to secure a
No. 1 stock or grain farm at low figures. Rich
soil, well watered, good dwelling, fine new
barn, good crib and wagon Blied, No. 1
granary and orchard
Terms easy. Will be sold on long time it
desired.
Could be divided into two tracts of 110
acres, and one of 211 acres if desired.
Apply atFiasT Nahonal Bank,
uov7tf
Mt. Vernon. Ohio.

One
Bottle will do
Wonders. Try it.___

m

REAL

and Sperry.

auction at the South door of the Court
House, Mt. Vernon, Knox County. Ohio, on

Satnrday, the 16th day of Hay, A. D. 18M,
between the hours of one and two p m . the
following real estate, to-wit: Situated in
Jackson Township Knox County, in the
State of Ohio, and bounded and described as
follows;
First Parcel: Being the West half of
tbe south-east quarter of section twentythree. township five and range ten, saving
and excepting therefrom a tract in the
Bouth-weat corner of said west half convey
ed by Joseph 8cbooler io Calvin Mossbolder,
by deed dated F»-b. 3rd, 1870, recorded in
book 73. pages 213 and 214 in the Recorder’s
office of said Knox County, which excepted
part contains thirteen and aixty-one-hundredtbs acres, more or lessSecond Parcel: Being all that part
of the south-west quarter of section
twenty three, township five of range ten.
lying in the north east corner of said
quarter, lying north and east of the road
running diagonally across said quarter,
said parcel containing thirteen and onehn>f acres, more or less
Excepting from the above described par
cels about one and a half acres deeded; to
Jackson Scoles by Minnie Melick and her
husband, Bigelow Melick, on Oct. 31st, 1885.
recorded in Vol. 85 of deeds, page 478. re
cords of said county.
Except, also, about two acres, deeded by
Minnie Melick and husband to Keziah
Smith, on June 25th, 1887, and recorded io
Vol. 87 of deeds, page 55, records of said
Knox County, Ohio, to which deeds refer
ence is given for greater certainty of dee
cription of said excepted parts.
Appraised at—1900 00.
Terms or sale: One third cash on day
of sale, one-third in one-year, and onethird in two years from day of sale, or all
cash, at option of the purchaser; deferred
payments, if any, to bear interest from day
of sale, evidenced by promissory notes
secured by mortgage upon tbe premises
sold.
J. A. FLORY,
Assignee of Minnie Melick.
L. B. Hocck, Att'y for Assignee. apr23 4t

SHOW IN MT. VERNON

Come and see our fine assortment of

pursuance of an order to me issued
from the Probate Court of Licking
INCounty,
Ohio, I will offer for sale at public

BOOTS
AND

SHOES

Sliirt Waists.
Many Ladies told us last week that
we had the handsomest Shirt
Waists in Mt. Vernon; judging
from the immense number we
sold during the week their state
ment must be true.

At each and every performance the grand tableau of

tie Prices and Bis: Bara ins I

Umbrella* an<l
Parasols.

fe J
r__ ”

Erieriiiinatiiffi Hard Times

This weather demands a Parasol.
We are ready to supply you with
the newest things out.

Underwear.
You can’t wear your winter Under
wear this summer aud be happy.
Come and get anything you want
in Ladies’, Men’s and Children’s—
a big stock.

Capes.
Ladies’ Capes in Velvet, Silk and
Cloth, to suit the tastes and purse
of every one.

Will be enacted, while the hand plays that charming
and popular melody,

zS

| “COME AN) SEE TO IB TO1 DO!” |
H

AT TIIE STORE OF

|

C. R. SCHNEBLY,

1

Furniture Tapestry.
S. E. Corner Main and Vine Streets.

We show the handsomest line of
Furniture Tapestry ever shown in
the city, 50c. to $4.00 per yard.

Administrator’s Notice.

is hereby giventhat the under
signed was, on the 4th day of October,
NOTICE
1889, appointed and qualified Administra

Table
Uinens,

tor with the will annexed, of the estate of
LYDIA MARRIOTT,
lateof Knox county .Ohio,deceased,by the
Probate Court of said county.
April 8, 1896.
JOHN MARRIOTT,
Admr. with will annexed.

SAY

There is no question but what we
are prepared to sell you Table
Linen cheaper than any house in
the county. 15 pieces left of that
49c. Red Table Damask for 29c.
per yard—58 inches wide.

Ladies’ Wrapper*.

LUMBER!

Calico Wrappers, 75c., $1.00, $1.25
Percale Wrappers, $2.00 to $2.50
Lawn Wrappers, $2.25 to $2.75

COAL!

WHITE STAR
LAUNDRY

OUR GRADES ARE THE
BEST AND OUR PRICES
THE LOWEST in the city.
CALL AND GET AN ES
TIMATE ON THE LUM
BER YOU NEED BEFORE
YOU BUY.
OUR STOCK OF

JItfO. D, TORREY,
Manager.

Lumber is Complete

WOODWARD

HARD and SOFT COAL

MONDAY EYE., APRIL 2Y

IF YOU WANT TO SEE THE

Vurify the Blood with Ayer’s Sari-pari'la

ASSIGNEE'S SALE OF
ESTATE.

I

IN TOW!

WE CAN SAVE
YOU MONEY.
THE BEST GRADES OF —

ALWAYS ON HAND.

James Patterson,

TKLKPHOME X0. 55.
300-311 W. Gambier Street
Leave orders with Francis Evans,
B. & O. Express Office

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

and Sperry,

AmeriCcti bating Aiuuje>

Tbe People’s Dry Goods Store.

THE OLD
HOMESTEAD,

MEXHIwbt ALL^T^fe EWTIRE^fe*fTC<^IOOyf*P EV^,tWG

Select Compaiiy of 23 Flayers.

Rev. William N. Cleveland, brother
of the President, has been ousted from
his position as pastor of the Presbyter
ian church at Chaumont, N. Y., for no
other crime than that of being a tariff
reformer. He has never preached
politics, and attempts by members to
"draw him out” in discussion have in
variably proved futile; but he was found
to be heterodox at the ballot box, and
he had to go. Asa preacher Mr. Cleve
land is said to have earnestness and
force; he certainly has discretion. With
such qualifications he shouldn’t have to
go far to find a more congenial pulpit
and a more liberal congregation; and
meanwhile the church at Chaumont
will doubtless look around for a rattling
good high tariff spellbinder to officiate
as its shepherd.
It is announced that the Spanish
Government within the next four weeks
will put into execution a comprehensive
system of home rule or autonomy for
the island of Cuba. The law is very
elaborate in its provisions. The element
of home rule is secured by the establish
ment of two local bodies, drawn largely
if not entirely, from residents of Cuba
One of these is to be known as the Pro
vincial Chamber of Deputies and the
other-as the Council of Administration.
The latter has appellate jurisdiction over
the former. Large powers are granted
to the Council of administration in the
Internal management of public affairs,
\>ut the Governor General will continue
supreme representative of Spain on the
island and will nave direct charge of
military, naval and international ques
tions.
_____ *

At local elections in New Jersey last
week Democratic gains were made in
nearly all localities. The New York
Tribune admits that in Newark the
Democratic success was “astonishing,”
and that in general they “made a better
showing than they have done in two
years.” That is what the Democrats
are doing everywhere. They are getting
over the bad habit of forgetting to vote
It should be kept in mind that ther
phenomenal Republican successes of
the last two or three years have not
come from any general increase of the
voting strength of that party, but almoet
entirely from Democratic absenteeism
from the polls. Commenting on the
general results of recent local elections,
the New York evening Post says that
“the rascally Democrats showed that
they were not only alive as a party, but
party
’s canwere eager to vote
—for
r" their
*v":-------------didates. That is full of promise.

McKinley got it good and hard at
the meeting of the Republican State
Central committee, at Columbus last
week. The meeting was held for the
purpose of selecting an Executive Com
mittee and Chairman and Secretary. By
agreement, each member of the Central
committee named a member of the
Executive committee. Then, when it
came to selecting a Chairman, Hon.
Chas. Kinney, the candidate for Secre
tary of State, following a long-establish
ed custom that has existed in Ohio of
permitting the head of the ticket to
name the persons who shall conduct
the campaign, requested that George P.
Waldorf, of Toledo, be chosen Chair
man, and Burgess L. McElroy, of this
city, be the Secretary. The Forakeritea
named Charley Kurtz for Chairman and
W. S. Matthews for Secretary. The
Foraker slate won by a vote of 13 to 8,
and McKinley was turned down. Kurtz
is particularly distasteful to Kinney and
McKinley, and the former plainly stated
so. Kinney also claimed that McKin
ley’s wishes should be consulted in the
matter. The Foraker people made a
slick move by getting Gov. Bushnell
into the fight, and the Governor claimed
that by virtue of his position he was the
head of the party in Ohio, and it was
his right to name the Chairman. He
said that Kurtz was his choice, and in
sisted that he be elected. All this is an
other illustration of the Republican
harmony in Ohio and of the unanimity
that exists for McKinley for President.

The distribution in Indiana of thou
sands of campaign buttons inscribed,
“Harrison and Success!” is but one of
many signs that the attempt to cultivate
a Harrison sentiment has by no means
been abandoned, and the only reason
able construction to be placed upon this
button sowing business, which has by
no means been restricted to the Hoosier
State, is that there is still a Harrison
following, and that its excuse for exist
ence is the belief that there is still a pos
sibility of a deadlock in the St. Louis
Convention, with Harison as the out
come.

est in tbe national game in this cily, which
has been so sadly lacking in recent years

Judging from the reception tendered the
big League on opening day last Thursday,
this bids fair to be the greatest year in the
history of the American game. Over eightytwo thousand people in six cities of the
Union turned out to see the start of the
twelve clubs in the Natioual League for
the pennant race.
While it is true that five hits were secured
off Wolverton in three innings, he is not
responsible for but one run, as tbe errors
were all bunched while he was in tbe box.
Tbe Kenyon college boy has as yet had no
chance to demonstrate his ability and his
stanch supporters insist that he will be fast
enough for the company.—Ohio State Jour
□al, Monday.
Anson, the grand old man of base
ball, who was a “frost” as an actor, but is a
glowing furnace at base ball is betting all
kinds of suits of clothes that the colts will
finish up near the top. The team work
which he always infuses in the playing of
his team wins the gams. Tbe record of the
Cbicagos for years past shows that.

It is beginning to be a question of bow
far the bicycle craze will go this season,
instead of wondering on what has been
But few people can have any conception of
the number of wheels that are every day
being sold. Advices from factories all over
he United 8tates say that their entire out
put for tbe year is sold. In Cleveland alone
a conservative dealer said that fully 20.000
wheels bad been sold already this season
and that about onehalf that number re
mained in stock and would be sold before
the season closes. As a result of everybody
taking to riding bicycles nuaerous other
lines of basinets have found cause for com
plaint. It would he difficult to enumerate
the different branches of business that have
been injured by Ibe whee(, but when the
matter is figured down it will be found that
in some way nearly every kind of business
has suffered on account of the craze. Of
course, the bicycle dealers are happy.

The bicycle is decreasing marriages. A
million bicyles are now in use in season in
the country. The young man now takes
bis wheel out for an siring instead of his
girl- Of course girls have the bikes too,
but bicycle sparking strikes ns as beieg a
mighty poor substitute for tbe old fashioned
kind, tbe old walnut sofa, the cloth covered
sofa, the spring seated sofa where you hung
The McLaughlin bill requiring three on so well.

days’ work on the roads by every male
citizen over 21 years of age as a road
tax, has passed the Senate and is now a
law. It allows $3 a day for teams and
$1.50 a day for manual labor. Those
who do not work out their tax are re
quired to hire A substitute.

Ig BASE_ _ BALL! I5

Exquisite Millinery

EVERYBODY ADMIRES

J*

OUR-

NOTICE TO

Home runs are being
Liquor Dealers! g made every day by tbe many 3
B purchasers of our latest nov- 3
Under Section 10 of tlis amended I>ow
law passed February 20, 1896, I hereby noti
fy all persons engaged in tbe business of
elties in Dry Goods and Notrafficking in spirituous, vinous, malt or
intoxicating liquors that tbe tax on tbe
same has been increased to three hundred
£ tions. And
3
and fifty dollars ($350) and that the first

assessment of one-half of tbe same is due
and payable on or before tbe 20tb day of
June, 1896.
JOHN M. BLOCHER,
County Auditor.

MONEY TO LOAN!
A TONEY

! We’ve Hit Hie Ball of 1

3
3

TO LOAN, on first mortgage

JAL securities,in sums not less than $1,000

Titles examined and abstracts furnished.
Farm land for sale. Law office, A. R. McINTIRE, opposite Coart House, Mt. Vernon
Ohio.

Assignee’s Sale.
^^"OTICE is hereby given that the underJlV signed is now prepaied. by virtue of an
order of the Probate Conrt
Knox county,
Ohio, to sell at private sale, all or any
part of the personal property recently as
signed to him by the Cooper-Roberts Co.
(except machinery and fixtures appertain
ing to tbe plant.) consisting in part of safe,
office furniture, lathes, drills. Blotter, shop
tools, merchandise, bar iron and steel, file
brick and clay, two finished engines, etc.,
etc.
The undersigned is also prepared to re
ceive and consider offers for the plant,
consisting of fully equipped machine shop
and foundry, ready for operation.
FRANK MOORE, Assignee,
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
Cooper and Moore, Attorneys.
a9 4t

of

Administrator’s Notice.
TVTOTCE is hereby given that the undersigned has been appointed and qualfied Administrator of the estate of
RILEY BUSENBURG,
late of Knox county. Ohio, deceased, by the
Probate Court of said county.
April 7, 1896.
L B. HOUCK,
Administrator.
L. B. Houck and J. W. McCarron, Attor
neys for Admr.
aprl6 3t

Administrator’s Notice.
XT0TICE is hereby given that the under
□Lx signed bus been appointed and quali
fied as Administrator of the estate of
BENJAMIN F. HALL,
late of Knox county, Ohio, deceased, by the
probate court of said county.
April 18, 1896.
AGNES 8. DAVIDSON,
apr‘23 3t
Admin iatrator.
Executor’s Notice.

OTICE is hereby given that tbe under
Britenstein, tbe star twirler of the leagae
signed has been appointed and quali
fied Executor of the estate of
last year, bids fair to add to his laurels tbe
B. W.COCHRAN,
coming season. He had Cleveland all but
shutout in the opening game when they Late of Knox county, Ohio, deceased, by
found him in the ninth inning. He is the the Probafe Court of said county.
April 22, 1896.
only great “South paw” in tbe country and
M. W. COCHRAN,
has far more yean of usefulness to bis credit
april 23 3t
Executor.

All the latest and
most beautiful con
ceits in Millinery
will be found at

Dame Fashion has

displayed a wouderful

amount of good common sense in dictating the

The New Millinery Store

styles of Clothing this season. The sack over

In the Curtis House
block, two doors
south of the Knox
National
Bank.
Everything design
ed and

coats and suits are not too long or too short.

The trousers are neither too wide nor too narrow
Our stock displays the best taste and skill and the

mo6t reliable materials that we have ever shown.

There’s a look of the right sort about it, a feel o
the right kind, a fit, style and workmanship o£

Executed by Competent Trimmeri,

the highest perfection.

In fact, our clothing has

genuine merit.

B With the bat of vast producg tions of exclusive styles, and
t sent it clear over tbe fence
that hedges competition’s
B narrow limits.

I

THE PUBLIC IS Ol’R UMPIRE

3
J

3
3
3

J

H And every time decides in
B our favor, because be looks
£ at what lie gets for bis money.
Come and see us.
3

(NIXON SCO
Hortli-Un*t Cor, Pub. Square.
14O4O4O4O401U1U

Who are thorough
ly posted by long
experience in the
Millinery art. Our
work is right, and
our prices are right.

Every suit or any article we sell is ready to do
its full duty and do it honestly. You are sure t0
receive more service for jour cash with us than is usually given for a third more

money. We might talk for hours about quality and price, but nothing we could
saj’ is half so convincing as the garments, which speak for themselves.

• • •

MRS. V.

HOOPES.

STADLER,
The Up-to-Date Clothier, S. W. Corner Public Square and Main St.
Buckboard Wagons or Ball or Bat for the boys.

OBfiiT MNE UOVS'CLOl'HIMi.
TO THE LADIES

+

SCRIBNER & CO.
THE? ARE
Millinery. BEAUTIES . .

You are cordially invited to
inspect our elegant display of

Spring
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

Extraordinary care has been
shown in the selection of our
stock, not only making it com
plete, but in securing the latest
and most elegant novelties that
are shown in the Eastern
market; also many creations of
our own handiwork, making
altogether the finest assortment
of Millinery ever shown in Mt.
Vernon.

N

♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
McGOUGH

i

----- JoJ----The line of Men’s Women’s and

Children’s Shoes for Spring wear in all
the newest and most stylish toes and

shades, and at prices that are lower
than the lowest.

Call and see for your

self.
A full line of Trunks and Valises.

---- $0$------

SILAS PARR

DERMODY, The Delineator of Fashions

The Milliners + +

WARD BUKA • - EAST VINE STREET.

Have purchased the
diug stock recently
owned by S. W.
Graff, and have put
in a new and fresh
line of

In Fine Footwear. ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
No. 3 South Main St.

Kirk block.

Patent Medicine*,
Toilet Oood* and

Drug Snndrie*,
And would be
pleased to see all
old and new friends.

SCRIBNER & CO.,
No. 20 N. Main Street.

THE SOCIAL SWIM.

Probate Judge B- M. Critcbfield, was in

Plucked From the Bloom
ing Field of* News,
And AMMcmbled for the
Delight of the Public.
Car Load of Lime Burns on R. A 0.
Tracks Thursday Morning—Bowling
Alley at Park Open for Season—New
Roadmaster for C’., A. A C.—Train

Crew Attacked on B. A 0.

Columbus Monday.
Mrs. C. A Bird left for Mt Gilead, Tues
day. to visit relatives and friends.
Miss Mary Harkey. of Newark, is visiting
Mrs. L Headington, East Chestnut street
Mr. Will Vincent, ofColumbus, is visiting
his mother, Mrs Sarah J. Vincent, of this
city.
Miss Gail Bates, of Haitcourt Place semi
nary, was the guest Sunday ol Miss Wince
Bsldw in.
Mrs Frank Kessler was the guest of
fronds in Westerville from Saturday until
M mde y.
Mr. Theodore Burger, of Findlay, is the
guest of his sister, Mrs Roy Hall, East
Pleasant street.
Major F. E. Marsh, of Topeka, Kansas,
was the guest of his daughter, Mrs. Harry
C. Devin, liftt week.
Mias Louise Curtis left for St. Louis Wed
nesday, to iqieud the summer with her
uncle, Henry Curtis.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Shipley and daughter
spent Sunday with Mr. Shipley 's parents at
Mountain Point.
Mf. Jo Craft has returned home from
Scranton and Holly, Pa., after a pleasant
visit with relatives.
Mr. Heber McIntire is home from the O.
S U. fora visit with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. A. R- McIntire.
Mr R. Y. Bauble, a student of Dennison
Univeisity, was the guest of his cousin,
Mr. Carl Semple, Sunday.
Mrs. P. J. McLaughlin has gone to San
Antonio, Texas, to join her husband, who
is employed at that place.
Mrs. Dell Wright and daughter Edna, of
W’est Chestnut street, left for Columbus.
Saturday, to visit friends.
The Married People's Whist club was
pleasantly entertained by Col and Mrs. W.
C. Cooper, Monday evening.
A party composed of the Misses Black,
Walton and Wrightand Messrs-SIigar and
Mellott spent Sunday at the glen.
Miss Georgie Frederick will leave for
Chicago Friday, where she will be the guest
of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Streetor.
Miss Nell Critchfield has returned home
after an enjoyable visit with friends and
relatives in Columbus and Delaware.
Messrs. B. R Bertram, of the Columbus
Dispatch, and Harry Perkins, of the Col
umbus Press, were in the city yesterday.
Mrs H A 8turges and sons are visitiog
Mrs Sturges's parents, Mr. and Mrs L. J.
Johnson, 111 North Fifth street, Newark.
Mr. Hemy Darling, C , A AC. Car In
spector at Hudson, was the guest of his
Isther-in-iaw, Deputy Auditor Vore, Tues
day.
Messrs. L B. Houck and F. O. Levering
went to Marion Tuesday, to attend the
meeting of the grand council, Royal Arca
num.
Mrs. Sperry, of New Haven, Conn., who
has been the guest of her son. W. S 8peroy,
North Main street, for a number ot weeks,
returned home Thursday.
Mrs Frank ifrller was pleasantly sur
prised by a number of friends, Friday eve
ning. at her home on Kokoeing avenue. The
gu sts came with well laden baskets and a
bounteous repast was served. Hili’s orches
tra was present and furnished excellent
music throughout the evening.
The members of the Ladies' Auxiliary
were tendered a reception and dance by a
number of their gentlemen friends, at Lake
Hiawatha Park, Tuesday evening. About
twenty-five couple were present and danced
until a late hour, to sweet strains furnished
by Hill's orchestra. Dainty refreshments
were served.

HtWCBUHClLSWOfitlll).
Take Their Scats at Meet
ing Holiday Wight.
Mayor limit Present anil
Makes Woniination*.
New Police Force Consists of Lauder-

liaugh, 1*1 uminer, and Wooliston—
Resolution Passed Requesting Au

thority

of

Legislature

to Issue

Bonds.

requested to procure the enactment into a
law of a bill authorizing the Cit> Council
of said city to issue and sell bonds of
*
oiy in a sum not to exceed $15,000 for the
purpose of procuring money for Purc,'“
ing additional ground and fur t he extension,
improvement aud preservation ot
water works system and watei supply ot
said city, and that said bill authoiize salt
City Council to submit the question ot
issuiog said bonds and making a levy on all
the taxable property in said corporation, to
pay the interest and principal of said bonds,
io the qualified electors of said municipal
corporation, said submission to said electors
to be made under an ordinance prescribing
the time, place and manner of voting on
said proposition, and requiring a majority
of all qualified electors voting on said
proposition to approve the same.
Be it further resolved that a copy of this
resolution be presented to each of the said
the Hon. Wm. M. Harper and the Hon. A.
J. Workman, and that Wm. H. Thompson,
as City Solicitor, be and he hereby is re
quested to tekesnch rirpa as are necessary
to carry out the provisions of this resolu
tion.
Upon motion cf Mr. L rimore the resolu
tion was ad< piedThe Clerk stated that he had a communi
cation on his desk, from Wm. Woodford,

6.1. B. IHCIBPBHIT.

GLEANED FROM THE RECORDS.
Items Picked Up About the Court
House.

B8NDS 10 BE ISSUED.

This is house cleaning week at the Court

Effort Being Made to Have House The public are apparently cogni l»ill Passes
legislature
zant
of
the
fact,
and
by
reason
thereof,
have
and Heroines a Law,
it Come Here.

been good, but two suits having been filed
since our last issue. The offices are all
Meet in Columbus in May, being thoroughly scoured, and in many of .< utliorizing tlie Extension
them, linoleum will succeed the ancient
oftlie Water Works.
Wlien the Place
carpet. When the work is completed, peo
ple looking far the best of it will be given a
clean deal.
Piiwhaae Money Goes to a Fund for
Will he Selected for the Encamp

ment of 1897—The Only Other Com

petitor fs Chillicothe-The Boys in
Blue will t>e

Time.

Guaranteed a Good

EXTREME CRUELTY-

Tessa Rinehart is another convert to the
belief of single blessedness. Last week the
filed her petition for divorce from Ellis
Rinehart, her husband. She alleges that
they were married December 23, 1891; that
tbe defendant is guilty of extreme cruelty,
in that he called her vile names and kicked
her, in April, 1895. She further charges
that ever since their marriage, he has failed
to supply her with even the common
necessities of life, and that on account of
hie idle and ‘Wieaipated habits she has been
compelled to support herself by her own
exertions. She prays for divorce, alimony
and restoration to her maiden name ol
Tessa Larimore.

the C. A G. Cooper Co., to Enable
Them to Make Needed Improve
ments.—Their Works to be Greatly

Enlarged.

familiar with our preeeut system of water
works that they be extended and improved.
The present supply of water is furnished
from artesian wells, it being found neces
sary to sink three additional wells yearly iu
order to keep up the supply- As a precau
tion against a water famine in case the
present supply should become exhausted, it
is proposed to gain control of a portion of
the banks of Owl creek, so that in case it
became necessary to pump tbe supply from
the river, some protection could be afforded
against tbe contamination of water.
There is not a citizen in Mt Vernon who
does not appreciate the worth of the C. A
G- Cooper Co. to the city. For years it has
been the source of our principal commercial
vitality, and any increase iu their volume
of business means a corresponding benefit
to the city.
Under their prerent plan of improvement
they propsse to enlarge their works on
ground adjacent to their old shops, lying to
the West and North. To do this it will be
necersary to close West street, from Sugar
to llamtramick. which ran be done by
consent of two-thirds of the property
owners, and whose signatures have alreadybeen secured. The present machine shops
will then be extended westward to Norton
street and tbe moulding room, located in
the Northeast, near Sandusky stieet. With
such improvements as they expect to make
employment will be given to between
three and four hundred additional men.
It is necessary that every person having
the welfare of our city at heart, take an
inte
1 »f . The proposition lo
issue bonds should be immediately ratified
and ready purchasers found for the lots.
The removal of litis vast industry from Mt
Vernon would be a fatality to its business
interests.
*A special meeting of Council will probably
be held Monday evening, when ell neces
aery steps will be taken toward bolding a
s|>ecial election within the next two or
three weeks.

CENTERBURG EPIDEMIC
Jm

ju

p<|

By I’liysielan* From Thi* Cily,

Tuesday, Hut Xo Definite
Conclusion Arrived At.
There is at Least Some Mystery Surroutiding the Mortality

Report of

the Village—Dr. Probst to Investi

gate Friday -Foarteen Deaths Since
January.

The alleged erysipelas epidem’c at Cen
It is a fact well known to the greater
Mt. Vernon wants tbe thirty first annual
terburg still remains in an unsettled state.
portion of the population of our city, that
department encampment of the Grand
— Retail price: Butter, 16; eggs, 10.
Owing to tbe many c inflicting rumors that
the immense machine shops of the C. & G.
Army of the Republic, of Ohio. This par— The bowling alley at the Park opened
have been circulating c >ii< erning the mor
Cooper Company have outgrown their
cular encampment will occur in May, 1897,
Saturday evening for the season.
tality report of tbe vdla^e, it lias been
present accommodations. Within the past
and its location will be decided at tbe com
— George W. Hess and C. B. Fish, of thia
impossible to obtain a satisfactory solution
six months, rumors have floated about to
ing encampment, to be held in Columbus,
county, are applicants for guardsbips at the
of the trouble. Up to last Saturday, twelve
the effect tha^hev would be compelled to
which was ordered read:
May 15.
Penitentiary.
deaths had occurred in the village since
seek new quarters, either by extension or
To City Council, Mt Vernon:—
— The Red Men will confer the Adoption
About the odIv dangerous competitor tbis
Jauuary, resulting from influenza, heart
I will sw>.ep M.-in sites’, from viaduct
removal.
Degree upon eight candidatea at their regu
to Mansfield avenue, also Squaie, clean out city hss is Chillicothe. This latter city has
disease, gangrene, erysipelas, rheumatism,
When
neighboring
cities
learned
of
the
all catch basins, rune the grata in circle, been after the encampment so long that its
lar meeting Friday night.
■ I |>oplexy atul uraemia. On Saturday
wonderful growth of these works, they
keep it well wa’eted, and haul all sweep claims,as many insist.are time worn. How
— The Board of Klucation held a meet
John Armstrong, Aged 70, died and on
ings away, for foity dollars per calender
began
to
bid
for
their
location,
the
Company
ing Monday evening and organized by
month, commencing May 1. 1896, and end ever,the denizens of that city are awake and
8unday, Mrs. Cynthia Carey, aged 7G, died.
receiving
some
very
flattering
offers
But
electing F. L. Fairchild President and Dr.
ing December 1, 18P6; or I will do it one hustling for the plum. Their City Council,
AMENDMENT to petition.
These two deaths following so closely each
it
was
not
tbeir
intention
to
remove,
if
year, commencing May 1. 1806, and ending Board of Trade and various organizations
C F. Oolville Clerk.
Telia Craven last week filed an amend suitable and adequate accommodations
other, caused tbe epidemic scare to break
May
1,
1897,
fur
four
hundred
and
five
dol

have adopted resolutions bearing upon the ment to her petition for divorce from her
— The Pocahontas Council is making
out afresh. Tuesday morning, upon Die
larsWilliam Woodfobd.
could
l»e
secured
here.
Their
increase
in
elaborate arrangements, for an entertain
invitation of the Board of Health, Dre.
Mr- Ransom moved that the proposition securing of the encampment, and the citi husband, Walter Craven. The amendment osriers recently has caused them to realize
zens as individuals are Dot allowing any alleges that the defendant was guilty of
ment next Saturday evening. The program
I.arimore. Scott and Colville, of this city,
be laid on the table. Carried.
that
something
must
be
done
toward
in

will be fine; admission, 15 cents.
visited the village to investigate tbe cause
Mr. Larimore moved that the rules govern thing to be left undone which might influ gross cruelty, on March 1, 1896, at his home creasing their capacity for turning out work
ence its location elsewhere.
in Middlebury township, wherein he
— Note Stadler's ad. on the second p»ge
of the deaths- After getting a diagnosis of
ing the old Council, be adopted. Carried.
It therefore behooves us to act promptly. charged her with unchastity with divers rapidly. Tbeir only way, was to enlarge
of this issue of the Barbu. He is talking
each case, they met in Dr. Phillips's
Mayor Hunt submitted a plat which he
their shops that they might increase their
Every
citizen,
imbued
with
patriotic
pride,
about Spring and Summer styles—some
persons. 8he alleges that these charges are force of workmen. One plan talked of was
office, iu company with Drs. Phillips, Gunhad caused to be made, thowing an exten
should go to work. Tbe immense value falee and malicious, made for the purpose
thing opportune and interesting at the pres
esulus, Lewis and Merriman. They failed
sion to the fire district. Upon motion of
that
of
removing
Die
entire
plant
to
the
attached to such a gathering is not fully ap of damaging her. She filed her euit (or
ent time.
to agree upon any definite cause, some
Mr. Larimore, the Civil Engineer was order
Vpdegrtffaddition south of the city. Such
preciated at first glance- Tbe one great divorce last October.
holding that the deaths were the result
ed to plat that district West of Mulberry
— Laura Tiffany, aged 13 years, died at
a
removal
could
not
be
done
for
less
than
reason wny Mt. Vernon has never solicited
of en influenza epidemic. Dr. I^wis was
street to Mechanic slreet, extending from
the home of her mother, Mrs. Mary O.
$150,000
and
the
idea
was
finally
abandoned.
WILL OF BASIL W. COCHRAN.
of the opinion that the trouble originated
8ugar street on the North to Front street on any meetings of thia kind, has been on ac
Tiffany, N. Sandusky street, Saturday of
Several days ago, the Cooper Co. made
count of the crying need of entertainment
The will of Basil Cochran, late of Pike
through an epidemic of measles.
typhoid pneumonia. The funeral occurred
the South.
for such a vast assemblage. Tbe mere mat township, has been filed for probate. By our citizens a proposition. They asked
Every effort is being made by the inhabi
After passing pay ordinance Council ad
Monday afternoon.
that
the
city
purchase
a
strip
of
land
con

ter of meals and lodging does not enter into its provisions bis wife is to receive $200 the
WORK WAS STOPPED
tants of Centerburg to prevent the impress
— The firm of Ralston A Vanatta have
journel for two weeks.
trolled
by
them,
adjacent
to
tbe
wa
er
the proposition. When a crowd comes to a first year after his death, and $135 a year
ion getting abroad that an epidemic is rag
dissolved partnership, Mr. Ralston retiring.
place
for pleasure, they want entertainment thereafter; also the interest on a $1,000 note works. About eighty acres yet remain io On Harry Crumley's Modern Log ing there, and tbe unsatisfactory result of
Mr. Vanatfa will continue the shoe business,
THE SILENT MAJORITY.
this
vicinity
which
the
Company
will
a place where they may pass their time in against Berea college. His son, M. W.
Cabin Saloon.
Tuesday's consultation by the physicians
while Mr. Ralston will go on the road in
amusement. Heretofore, they might have Cochran, gets $700; another son, James F , subdivide into building lots, and dispose .if
MADISON NAPOLEON SAPP
Harry
Crumley
began the erection of a leads one to believe that there is a “nigger
the interest of a rubber firm.
the same to our citizens. By this plan it is
viewed
the
undulating
expanse
of
Monn*
Aged 59 years, died at his home on
gets tbs 80 acre farm he now occupies, expected to create a fund to enable the C. A log cabin on Spice alley last week, to be in the woodpile.’’ Dr. Probst, Secretary of
— Merchant Policeman O’Brien found
East Chestnut street, this city. Friday ment Square and gazed with rapture upon paying therefor $1,800. The 80 acre farm in
the rear door of Armstrong’s grocery
Q. Cooper Co., to enlarge (heir plant in its used for a restaurant and cafe. Work bad tbe State Boa'd of Health, wilt visit the
afternoon. Deaih resulted from consump the stoical countenance of tbe sculptured Pike towDabip ia to be sold, and after paring
broken open late Monday night. He called
present
location.
Accordingly,
the progressed until Thursday afternoon, when village Friday, when it is hoped that the
sentinel
standing
guard
over
it
If
they
tion and other complications, induced by
all expenses, the remainder is to be equally following petition was circulated among it was suspended upon orders from the matter will be definitely settled one way
the regular force and a thorough search of
chose,
they
might
also
have
visited
tbe
ailments contracted during his service in
divided among his heirs. The will wee our citizens Monday afternoon:
Mayor, on tbe grounds that tbe building or tbe other.
the premises was made, but no burglars
the late war. Mr. Sapp was born in How cemetery, which is among tbe finest in tbe executed March 2, 1896, in the presence of
being a frame one, could not be erected
were found.
M
t
V
error
,
O.,
April
20,
’
96
ard township, thia county, in 1837, and State, or paid a brief visit to the beantiful John Wallace and M. M. Cunningham.
To the Hons. Wm. M. Harper and A- J. within the tire district A building permit
— Chas. E. Winterringer, “Doc,” who has
A BOY BURGLAR.
enlisted in Co. C, 20th Ohio Infantry, at the little city park, in the West end. This
Workman, Senator and Representative, was refused on these grounds, although the
been city passenger agent of theC., A. «fc C.
respectively,
representing
Knox
County
in
would have constituted the principal
age
of
24.
He
served
faithfully
throughout
ASSIGNMENT.
claim is made that the ordinance is uncon Lewis Snow Breaks Into Clerk’s Office
at Columbus, has been appointed to a
tbe General Assembly, Columbus, Ohio:
the war, contracting stomach trouble, features of their entertainment.
M. L. Fletcher, a farmei residing in
similar position with the Columbus, San
Gentlemen—The undersigned resident stitutional.
— JjU>O Stolen.
Now,
it
is
a
proud
and
undisputed
boast
rhich finally induced the complications
On Monday morning, Mr. Crumley put a
Monroe township, made an assignment tax payers of the city of Mount Vernon,
dusky A Hocking, and will make the
Lewis
Snow,
a fifteen-year-old boy under
causing his death. Since the war, he has of our citizens that in beautiful Lake Hia Friday afternoon, to W. L. McElroy, the Ohio, hereby respectfully urge you to pro force of men to work completing the struc*
change on May 1st.
cure
the
enactment
of
a
law
authorizing
the
indictment
fur
petit larceny, for breaking
watha
Park,
we
have
one
of
the
finest
re

resided in thia city, having at one time
well known attorney. The property 1
— The new police force, consisting of
City Council of the city of Mt. Vernon. O., ture That same afternoon he was served into Allam's grocery on North Norton
been in the grocery business. For his sorts in Ohio. Its beautiful scenery, crystal signed consists of a 75-acre farm in Monroe to issue and sell bonds of said city in a sum with the following:
Lieutenant Lauderbaugh and patrolmen
disabilities, he drew a large pension. He is lake, zoological display, the Falls of Minne township, estimated at $1,100, and personal not to exceed $15,000, for the purpose of
Mt. Verrom, 0., April 20, ’96. street, last December, broke into the Clerk's
Plummer and Woollson, went on duty
office in Die Court House, last week and
purchasing
additional
ground,
improving
haha.
and
its
numerous
attractions
other

survived
by
his
wife
and
five
children,
2 o'clock P. M.
property to the value of $150.
Tuesday night. Ex-policemen Keigley and
and extending the water works system of
stole $50 from the safe. Clerk Culbertson
John, U- E , Bert, Ollie, and Minnie, wife wise, would not fail to entertain any crowd
Page have not yet determined what line of
said city, and protecting tbe water supply Ma. Harry Crumley,
was absent at 8helby, but had left Deputy
for any length of time. Their tents could
of
LewMahaffey.
MtVernon,
O.
thereof,
believing
that
the
same
is
for
tbe
SUBJECT
TO
EPILEPSY.
business they will pursue.
Banbury in charge- During the forenoon,
be
pitched
in
the
woodland
to
the
North*
common
public
wellfare
and
will
meet
with
The
funeral
occurred
at
the
residence
D
ear
S
ir
:
—
Y
ou
ere
hefeby
notified
that
Ellis
Veatch
has
filed
application
in
the
— A car load of lime standing on the
the approval of our citizens and tax {layers the erection of a certain wooden building et Miss May Davis, Deputy Recorder, placed
east,
fronting
almost
on
the
lake's
edge,
Sunday,
at
2
o
’
clock,
and
interment
was
Probate Court, to have Pearl Veatch, aged
B. & O- tracks near McConnel’s warehouse,
tbe South-west corner of tbe square or fifty dollars in the safe. When Mr. Ban
made in Mound View, Rev. W. 0. Endley while the auditoriums or casino could be 22 years, committed to the Epileptic Hospi generally.
caught fire Thursday morning and burned" This was signed by a large number of our public ground in this city is a direct viola bury went to dinner he did not lock the
used for public meetings.
officiating.
tal at Gallipolis. The medical examination weathiest residents and tax payers. The lion of a citv ordinance providing against
The car bad been aet off a few hours pre
These encampments usually last three was conducted by Dr. C. K. Conard, and
the same You are ordered to comply with safe. During his absence, young Snow
THE PBOCKEDINGS.
vionsly by a night freight- It is not known
days, althongh a large number arrive the shows that she has been subject to epileptic fact that but one person refused to sign the the provisions of said ordinance within gained entrance by climbing through a
Mr. Bogardus was chosen President, Mr.
how the blszs origna'ed
petition, shows tbe practical unanimity three days from this date or steps will be window and appropriated the money. The
day previous. Then, too, a number
B. Chase Clerk, and Mr. McFeely Presi
— Officer Plummer found John McGuire,
fits for eight years. During their prevalence of sentiment in regard to the matter.
taken to remove the same, as is provided theft was not discovered until next morning,
always
compelled
to
remain
over
a
day
after
dent
pro
tern.
The
elections
were
all
made
a hobo, drunk in a gutter on S. Gay street,
she is seized with a mania for running
A large delegation went to the Capital for in said ordinance.
Benjamin Hall, Near Bladensburg the encampment closes- It is estimated
when suspicion was immediately directed
L. G. Hurt, Mayor.
by acclamation upon the motion of Mr.
away.
Monday night, and brought him in. When
City Tuesday and presented Die petition to
Takes Arsenic.
that the attendance at Columbus next
What developments are to follow, cannot toward Snow. He was caught by the
Meyers, the only Democratic member of
found about six inches of water was pass
Senator W. M. Harpgr, accompanied by
month will reach 25.000 for three daysbe readily foretold. Mr. Crumley's friends Sheriff and Clerk, and after a time confessed
Council. Upon taking his seat, Mr. Bogar
ing over the greater portion of his body.
PROBATE COURT NEWS.
the following bill, which he intro
to the theft. He had spent about $4 for
Body
Badly
Decomposed
When
Speaking
from
a
financial
standpoint,
it
is
due made a neat little speech, speaking as
He was given $5 and costs.
Charles L. Adams has filed his fifth duced and had passed through the Senate claim that the attempt to prevent tbe erec tobacco and and a shirt waist, and buried
Found—Financial Embarrassment
but a fair statement that the average ex
tion
of
the
log
cabin
is
but
persecution,
in

follows:
— For the base ball game at Columbus
the remaining $46 in tbe rear of the Sher
the Cause.
penditure per man will reach $10, leaving partial account as administrator of the in exactly eight minutes. The bill passed stigated by the anti-saloon league“Gentlemen of the City Council: In tak
Sunday between the Grand Rapids and
estate of Ellen Adams.
the House late Tuesday afternoon and be
iff's barn.
that
city
wealthier
by
a
quarter
of
a
million
ing
up
the
gavel,
once
more,
as
your
pre
Columbus teams, the C., A. AC. R R. will
The pupils of Mrs. Iva. Sproule Baker siding officer, I desire to express to you my
Dora E.Burkett, widow of B. F. Burkett came a law:
When young Snow’s partner, Cosnert
Unclaimed Mail Matter.
The sorrowful information has reached dollars.
make a rate of $1 (or the round trip, tickets gave a musicals in the Parish House, Tues thanks for your continued confidence in
Sec. 1. Be it enacted by the General As
was given a sentence iu Die Ohio Peniten
With its central location and its excellent has filed her consent to sale of land, as
Following
ia
the
list
of
unclaimed
mail
good going on train leaving Mt. Vernon at day evening. Mrs. Baker was assisted by me. But before we proceed to business, this city of the suicide of Benj. F. Hall, at
prayed for by John K. Haiden, administra sembly of the State of Ohio that tbe City
sermit me to call your attention to some Ilia farm near Bladensburg. From the railroad connections there is no reason for
Council of the City of Mount Vernon, Ohio matter remaining in tbe Mt. Vernon Post- tiary for one year, the sentence againBt
12:48 p. m , and returning on tlie miduight Miss Ella Porter. Below is the program:
tor.
8now was suspended, in the hope of work
egislation
that
seems
to
demand
our
im
be and hereby is authorized and empowered
making
the
estimated
attendance
in
this
facts
obtained
of
the
unfortunate
affair,
the
train.
1. Margarets—Hawley........ Ladies’Chorus mediate attention.
Otha Frost, George W. Shultz and Chan to issue and sell bonds of said city in an office foi the week ending last Monday :
ing a reformation. He was allowed the
city any smaller. If tbe public can be
deed
was
probably
committed
on
Wednesday
J.
A.
Adams,
Wilson
Atherton,
Mrs
— Patrick Hanegan, (or years the effi 2. My Home is Where the Heather Blooms
“The financial question is one that inter
ning F. Rice, appraisers of the estate of amount not to exceed Fifteeen Thousand Jennie Brown, A. Beobout, Mi»s Dolla liberty of the Court House aud Jail, and
—DeKoven Miss Gsrtrude Buxton ests us most deeply, as tax payers I have of last week, though the body was not made to understand the manner of entertaincient manager of the grocery and saloon in-'
Dollars (15,000) for the purpose of purchas
Day is Departing—Raff; (b) Down in continced the old committee on finance found until Thursday. Mr- Hall was a menttobe furnished them, there will be no John Young, have filed their inventory, ing additional ground and extending and Cornnell, L. Core, Mrs. Jennetta Cornell, assisted in many odd jobs aud errands for
terest of E Rogera, on Vine street, has suc 3. (a) the
Dewy Deli—Smart......................... that the scheme of relief proposed by them, bachelor about 50 years of age, owner of a trouble in securing tbe encampment,neither showing a total of $781 48.
improving
the water works system of said Ed Cramer, Linerd Deives. Miss Grace tbe court officials. Ilsistiow confined in
ceeded to the ownership of the establish
Ladies’ Chorus may if possible, be carried to a successful
W.
L.Cary
Jr.,
assignee
of
Milton
Bird,
city
and
protecting
the water supply thereof, Ewalt, W. J. Forrell, J. J., Ruffis Hornon- tbe county jail, but will probably be taken
ment. He has purchased the Rodgers inter 4 Down by the Mill—Dudley Buck............ issue. I bespeak your hearty co-operation farm of 109 acres in Jackson township, on the crowd.
said bonds to be issued in such denomina tree, A. Horlung, R. R Jones, Mrs. M. H to the reform farm this week.
has
filed
his
application
to
tell
property
at
In concluding, you will pardon us for
Miss Helen Patterson rith them in their efforts. The condition which he resided. His lonely life was
tions. not exceeding One Thousand Dollars Kahts, F. W. Kring, Mrs. Mary Menzie.
ests and will conduct the buainesa as for
5. Summer Night—Gade—four band acct... of the streets is not what it shonld be. I shared by a niece. Miss Agnes Davidson, again urging the necessity of hustling in private sale(1,000) each as arid City Council may de Geo A. Mitchell. Emma McMannis. Mi»s
marly.
Miss Porter, Miss Tudor. would recommend that some system of im who kept house for him, prepared his meals behalf of the encampment. If you are in
J. R. Lybarger has been appointed termine; to be signed by the Mayor and Una Mitchell. Mrs. B Magers, Mrs. A.
Jos. C. McKenzie, Earl H.
— Joe Hooker Post, No. 21, G. A It.. will
If your eyes need atten
Ladies’ Chorus.
provement be adopted that will result in a
guardian
of Sarah Reed, an imbecile, giving countersigned by the Clerk of said City; to Mnasholder,
I’eabody, 8- M Rice, Sera Russell, Fred
give a haversack social and camp (treat 6. Venetian Serenade—Jordan..................... more permanent improvement of our prin and looked after such matters as are gener terested in your native city, if you want to bond in the sum of $1,000 with J. M. Bloch be sold at not less than their par value;
tion,
do not neglect them,
Irvin Forbing cipal streets. The piling of gravel on them ally required of a domestic. On Tuesday nee her up with the procession, say aDd do
bear interest at a rate not to exceed six per Remple, Mias Florence Sister,Ed ward 8caat.
their Post room, on next Monday evening, 7. Ave Maria—MarchettiMrs.
Mrs-Ethel Sharp, George Tisb. Miss Mary but consult F. A. Clough,
.......Ladies’ Chorus is onjy a temporary relief aad results in Mr. Hall came to tbis city, where he un everything possible to push this good thing er and W. A. Wander as sureties.
cent
(6
percent
)
per
annum,
payable
semi

April 27. The public is invited and a good 8. Prayer, Eniermezzo from Cavalleria.Rus- raising the streets above grade, filling the
C. E. Critchfirld, P. M.
J. O. McArtor, executor of Jonathan annually; and to be payable at soch places V- Valet.
Optician, and have them
ticana—Mascagni................... ............ crossings with mud, and the gutters with successfully attempted to negotiate a loan. along.
time guaranteed. The proceeds are for the
McArtor, has filed his fourth and final and times, not to exceed twenty (20) years
Mrs C- B. Bowerman sand after every storm.
He returned to his home late in the eve
from tbeir date, as said Council may deter
benefit of Decoration Day expenses. Ad
Patriarchs Militant.
properly fitted with perfect
The
City
Council
took
definite
action
upon
account.
9. Concerts in G Minor—Mendelsohn.........
“There is greet necessity for sewerage for ning and retired. When he arose on
mine, and to be made, issued and disposed
mission 15 cents.
M. W. Cochran, administrator of estate of of in all respects as provided by law.
Miss Ella Porter, Mrs. Baker the engine house. The health ot the men Wednesday morning, he informed his neice the matter at their meeting April 13, by
Canton Wallace, No. 59, Patriarchs Mili fitting Spectacles or Eye
— Waller H. Craven was arrested before 10. (a) May Dew—8terndale; (b) Spring and horses demand some immediate relief.
voting a committee to ^id securing the en James F- Cochran, has filed his report of
Sec. 2. For the purpose of paying
tant, held their annual election of officers
Song- Mendelsohn.........................
'Squire Blair Thursday by Til la Craven,who
bonds and the interest thereon, the said Thursday evening, resulting in tbe follow Glasses.
The men who have to take the risks that that he would spend the day in doing odd campment. Now Mayor Hunt has issued sale.
Miss
Elenor
Delano
jubs
about
the
farm
and
wonld
not
be
home
firemen do should be better housed then
Council of the City of Mount Vernon
charged him with having circulated slander
Mary E Beach has been appointed ad City
11. Sweedish Wedding-Solderman..... „..... our firemen are. The expense of a sewer to before evening, but promised to return in the following invitation, which will be ex
Ohio, is hereby authorized and empowered ing: Captain, M- M. Murphy; lieutenant,
ICE! ICE! ICE!
ous stories concerning her. He waived ex
Ladies’ Chorus connect the engine house with the Main
tended
to
the
encampment
at
Columbia:
ministratrix
of
the
estate
of
CF.
Beach,
to
annually
levy on the taxable property of Thos. H. Trimble; enrign, W. P. Hoogh;
Tlie undersigned is again handling
amination .and was bound over to Court. 12. (a) Boat Song—DeKoven; (b) Laddie— street sewer, is as nothing compared with time to escort her to writing school. He
said city such sum as will be necessary
OrricK or Mayor.
giving $50 bond.
clerk, Thos. Trick; accountant, John Bloch Newark Manufactured Ice. This Ice ia
failed to put in an appearance, and Miss
Neidlinger......... Miss Mary N. Clarke the health of the men in oar employ.
Mra. Craven lias a suit pending in Common
pay the principal and iuterest of said bonds er; standard bearer, Joseph Myers
Mt. Vernon, April 20th, 1896
David
WWallace,
guardian
of
Myrtle
E.
Col T. made from well water, distilled and
Lullaby
—
Hawley
..........
Lediee
’
Chorus
Davidson
went
to
her
home,
which
is
but
a
"A codification of the ordinances of the
according to their purport. Such tax so
To the Department of Ohio, G. A. R.
Pleas Court fortjivorce.
Tomorrow—Strelezki............................. city is of imperative necessity. There is no short distance away, and started to writing
Mt. Vernon, Ohio, is located within ten Graves, baa filed his petition to sell real levied may be in excess of the maximum W. Ford, of Mansfield, colonel of tbe First filtered, is absolutely pure, and is in
— “The Old Homestead” deals with
Miss Stella Welsbymer record of the passage of some of the ordi
now allowed by law.
miles of the center of the State, on tbe estate.
regiment, Patriarchs Militant, was present every way superior to pond or lake ice.
rural life amid the picturesque and rugged 15. Approach of Spring—Gade—four band nances we are now working under, and it is school with her sister. The two young line of two trunk lines, having excellent
It will he sold at the same price as
Sec. 3. 8aid bonds shall not be issued nor and made a short address to the members.
Samuel Lafever, Henry A. Allen and
accompaniment
.........
Ladies*
Chorus
ladies
returned
to
Hall's
home
and
re

impossible to rightly administer the affairs
granite rocks of New Hampshire and com
connecting facilties with all railroads in tbe Judson Vincent, appraisers of the estate of said levy made by said City Councii until
natural ice, and will be sold aud deliv
of
the
city,
without
a
better
arrangement
of
the
proposition
shall
have
been
first
sub
mained all night- The next morning State, thereby making our city accessable
ered in quantities to suit the consumers.
mends itself to its audiences by the skill
REV. RATES DEAD.
Basil
Robinson,
have
filed
their
report,
the
ordinances
than
we
now
havemilted
to
a
vote
of
the
qualified
electors
of
and
adapted
to
handling
a
large
traffic
LOCAL NOTICES.
when the sister returned home, she informed
The agent will call upon you and re
with which its plot is woven and the capable
said city uDder an ordinance prescribing
'Over one third of the available income her parents that Mr. Hall had not returned. We, have one of the most beantiful cities in showing a total of $500.
spectfully ask for a snare of your kind
way in which it is interpreted by its en Former Kenyon Professor Dies at His of the city is now used for the lighting of it.
the
time,
place
and
manner
of
voting
on
the
the State, with 7.000 of the most generous
W. V. Wright, adminstrator of the estate
patronace.
D. B. Dexter
AN UNPARALLELED SALE
same, which may be at general or special
Some measure to reduce the expense, and A search was then commenced and his citizens, a people whose patriotism and
Home in Cleveland.
actors. At Woodward, Monday night.
70S W. Chestnut St., Mt. Vernon, O.
improve the lights should be submitted by body found on the barn floor, where it had liberality toward the defenders of tbe na of Joseph Johnson, has filed his final election in said corporation and at the time
— On April 20 and 30, May 1 and 12 the
Rev. Cyrus 8. Bates, rector of 8t. Paul’s the Light Committee for your considera
Home Telephone No. 251. Ordersmay
and place or places which said Council may Of Spring and Summer Millinery at
lain since the previous morning. A bottle tion hat always been of the highest order. report.
Baltimore A Ohio Railroad will sell excur Episcopal church, Cleveland, Ohio, died at tion.”
These citizens have signified their willing
also he left at Eagle Mills.
Agnes S. Davidson has been appointed by such ordinance designate- All voters
the
Parisian.
containing
some
arsenic
lay
near
him.
On
sion tickets to Cleveland, Ohio, at rate of his home, No. 705 Case avenue, in that city,
ness to assist with their means, ene*gy and administratrix of the estate of Benj. F. desiring to vote in favor of issuing said
The President then submitted his list of
It’s tbis way: We bought the largest
one fare for the round trip, account Method at 3:25 a. m. Sunday. At the time of his committees, for 1896, which was read by his person was found a note stating that he encouragement, in carrying out any pledge Hail, giving $2,800 bond with Trimble bonds and making said levy shall have
Rogers & Bros.’ Silver
ritten or printed on their ballots the stock of spring and early summer Milhad committed suicide and requested that made by the local Post of the Grand Army
ist Episcopal Church General Conference. death he was a trusiee of Kenyon college, the Clerk, as follows:
words. * Issue of Water Woiks Bonds— linery ever displayed in the city. But Plated Ware at
toward providing for and entertaining the Davidson and S McFadden as sureties.
his
niece
be
appointed
administratrix
and
Tickets will be good for return for five and was well known in this city.
Yes,” and all voters desiring to vote against the weather clerk has aunonneed sum
department of Ohio, should they come to
Finance—Ransom, Larimore, Stephens.
settle up his estate. Whatever remains after Mt Vernon with the State encampment in
Frank L. Beam's.
suclt issue shall have written or printed on mer ahead of schedule time, with the
days, including date of sale, but are subject
Rev. Bates' illness dated from April 9. at
Fire—McFeely, Vance, Welsh.
CUPID
S
VICTIMS.
their ballots the words, “Issue of Water result that we have a large line of spring
1897. If you come the keys of the city are
such settlement is to descend to his neice.
to an extension until June 2, 1896,
which time he attended the laying of the
Supplies—Welsh, Collins, Meyers.
Works
Bonds
---No;
’
’
and
if
a
majority
of
Don’t fail to stop and see the artistic
Charles Schmutzler and Rose Merrill'Squire Melick was called, and with the yours during your stay and a royal time
— Superintendent Sample, of the C, A. cornerstone of 8t. Phillip's church, in
Police—West, Vance, Coe.
votes cast on said proposition at such hats on hand which must be cleared and beautiful new styles in Wall Paper
awaits you.
Very truly,
Robert C. Emswellerand Frank Danaugh ■aid
assistance of Dr. 8toneburner, held an
A C., has announced the appointment of Brooklyn. It was a stormy day, and the
away
to
make
room
for
hot
weather
election
be
in
favor
of
the
issue
of
sucb
L
eroy
G.
H
urt
,
Mayor.
Ordinance—Meyers, Stephens, Ransom.
at ARNOLD’S. Prettier than ever and
inquest. The inquest disclosed the fact
bonds then said city may proceed as au- goods. We’ve put the prices so low at lower prices than ever. All old stock
Frank H. Alfred, as roadmaster, to succeed rector contracted a severe cold. This was
Streets—Larimore, Coe, Ransom, Collins,
th orized by this act and not otherwise.
Joe Hooker Post, of this city, one among
that they must soon go. If you want closed out; new goods entirely. Stop
that his death was caused from arsenical
DEEDS RECORDEDJohn Roach, resigned. Mr Alfred is well followed by an attack of pleurisy, pneumo West, Thayer.
Sec. 4. This act take effect and be in your spring Millinery cheaper than you
poison. The funeral occurred Thursday the oldest posts in the State, held a meeting
and favorably known in railroad circles, nia setting in later. Deceased was born in
and see how preitv and how cheap.
Wm M Koons to Wm H Stamp, lot 32 in force from end after its passage.
Sewer—Coe, West, McFeely.
ever before dreamed of, don’t hesitate.
Thursday
night
and
passed
the
following:
afternoon.
having served as chief clerk to the chief Chester, Geauga county, Dec. 31, 1840, of
in Mt Vernon, $1100It has long been a request of those Nothing but bargains in all our lines.
Light—Collins, Larimore, Welsh.
Resolved: That the 31st annual encamp
The only cause assigned for tlie deed was
engineer of C. H. V. & T. and also in a New England parents, who emigrated from
L B Hoack to Wm Oliner, lot 38 in Gam
Printing—Vance, Ransom, McFeely.
The Parisian,
embarrassments financially. His (arm and ment of the department of Ohio in 1897 be bier, $800.
similar capacity on the Denver A Rio Massachusetts. They gave their son a good
When asked if he would
8. Main Street
Perks—Thayer, Collins, Meyers.
LOCAL
GRAIN
MARKET.
held
at
Mt.
Vernon,
Ohio;
that
the
delegates
personal property combined are worth
Grande.
L M Melick to L B Houck,deed of assign,
Miss Lulu Contryman.
education. He decided upon the law,
Public Improvements—Stephens, Thayer.
like
a glass of Soda, the hoy
from
this
post
to
the
30th
annual
encamp

about $2,000.
— The next pension day is June 4, and studying for the profession for a short time Larimore.
ment May 13, 14 and 15th, 1896, be instruct ment.
Corrected weekly by the North-West
replied,
ed to use their best efforts to induce the en
then the new law of Congress as to the Then the civil war began and he enlisted as
L B Honck to Philip Allen. 118 acres in ern Elevator Mill Co.
Special sale Dinner Ware
Committee to act with the G. A. R. to
A WONDERFUL COMBINATION
campment to select Mt. Vernon as tbe meet Jackson. $1800.
manner of paying pensions goes into ef a private in Company B, 13th regiment secure state encampment in 1897—Larimore,
Wheat.........................
66 at
Frank L. Beam’s.
ing place for 1897; that our commander and
feet. In April the vouchers will be sent by Ohio Volunteer Infantry. In a year he was Welsh, Stephens. Thayer, Collins.
John B- Brokaw to John Lilzenburg,land Corn..................................................
The John Robinson and Franklin delegates, with scch other comrades as the
W
mail to the pensioners who will fill them in commissioned second lieutenant, becoming
commander may appoint, constitute
in Centerburg, $1820.
Money.
Oats...............................................—
30
Bros. Shows Combined.
After the announcement of the standing
to present tbis matter to the De
and go to a notary public or Justice of the first lieutenant a few months later. He committees. Mayor Hunt offered the follow
John Armstrong to Sarah A Phillips, J Taylor’sDiadeir Flour.................. $1.15
Never in the bistory of tented amuse committee
If you nave money to invest I can
partment
Encampment
in
May,
1896.
Peacs and swear to them. The vouchers was in the battle of Shiloh, and became a ing nominations for confirmation:
“
Best Flour.......... ............. 1.05 secure you first mortgage loans on Knox
lot 131 in Centerburg, $1.
ments has the world known so vast an en
I^eboy G- Hurt,
Kind father, polite hoy.
Cash paid for wheat; mill feed always county real estate, not only.as safe as
will then be returned to the pension office, prisoner at Stone River, soon after being
Wm Wright to Sophia A Stoat, 40 acres
Cotamender.
terprise as the one made by the combining O. C. Chase, Adg’t.
CIVIL ERGIREES.
or sale.
Government bonds, hut at double their Remember the place,
the checks returned and then cashed.
s exchanged. He was severely wounded at
The committee consists of Leroy G. Hunt, in Jefferson, $600.
For tbis office the name of Col. A. Cassil of these two great institution. It has
rate of interest.
P. B. Chase.
— Edward Pepper, a Baltimore and Ohio Chickamauga, being discharged from the was presented, and npon the call of ayes and brongbt the circus field into a new era, and Post Commander, Major Wm. McFadden
Chas S Sapp, Sheriff, to Wm P Wright 40
fireman, met with instant death Tuesday service after five months in a hospital. In nays, received the entire quota of twelve placed circus exhibitions upon a basis that and Capt. M. M. Murphy.
LOCAL NOTICES.
acres in Jefferson, $800.
Do
you
use
Salt?
and
if
you do, buy
morning at the Campbell bridge, this side 1865 he graduated from the Cincinnati Law votes Col. Cassil will succeed himself in has never before even been attempted. Two
John D Torrey, extr., to W W Miller, lot
the heat No. 1 Fine Salt, $1.00 per bar
ofSt. Louisville. He was on engine 958, and school, practicing six years in Cincinnati as office.
in Mt Vernon, $300.
separate and distinct representative circns
CLOSED ITS SESSIONS.
Job lot Wall Paper, 15,- rel, at Warner W. Miller’s.
as it approached the bridge be leaned a member of the firm of Lloyd A Bates.
George M Miller to Lewis V Kocheiser,
companies, culled from the best that the
FIRE CHIEF.
000
Rolls. If you want
out of the gangway to look along the train.
All the new colors in window shades.
He was married to Miss Lavena Suther
The prerent Fire Chief, U. G. Pickard, world sffords have been joined together Zanesville Presbytery Adjourns to 100 acres in Middlebury, $4200.
Wall
Paper now is your New lace decorations. Wall shades,
The bridge strucic him, crushing his skull, land, daughter of Rev. Wm. H Sutherland was nominated and confirmed by unani Two massive menageries have been blended
Elizabeth O'Bryan to James Parish, lots
Meet in Kirkersville.
sizes and at the lowest pric»». You
and hurling him to the bottom of the now of Wyoming, Ohio, January 1, 1867. mous vote.
18 and 19 in Amity, $270.
time, at Frank L. Beam’s. all
into one and the two magnificent parades
The Zanesville Presbytery, which opened
will save money by buying these at
A Bushfieid et al., to Edgar J Craft
stream, fifteen feet below, where he was He leaves a widow and three children, viz.
have been so arranged that a double parade in this city Tuesday of last week, closed its otOlive
INSPECTORS FOB INSECURE BUILDINGS.
37 in Mt Vernon, $1050.
The best Tea and Coffee in the city ARNOLD’S. Also all kinds curtain
ound dead.
Albert H. Bates, patent attorney, Chicago;
This board consists of three members, and is given daily in the cities where these com last session and adjourned at four o'clock
Joanna F Miller to Phebe Fix, lot 37 in for the money, at Warner W. Miller’s poles, sash rods, <&£.
— Charles Kistler, of Wooster, met with Miss Ella M. Bates, and Ernest S. Bates, of the three names proposed were those of O. bined shows are to exhibit.
Centerburg,
$400.
Thursday afternoon. Considerable business
Jas F Miller to J W Kennedy, 7 acres in Ajsk for our 30c Coffee and Sample Tea
a bad accident in that city Wednesday Cleveland. The deceased was a graduate of Ransom, Wm. Haggerty and R. M. Fowler.
In ever}’ town you can find ChappeThe combined management of the Great of importance was transacted. Tbs Maaseyat 25c per pound and be convinced.
Hilliar, $495.
morning. He was at work in the bending the Gambier Rheological Seminary in 1873 Upon a separate roll cell of ayes and nays John Robinson and Franklin Brothers’
lear’s Bronchini, the great cough cure;
Ice Cream Soda and ev
Halliday case, appealed from the session of
Rose
E
Rogers
to
Mary
E
Mitchell,
inter

take no other.
factory, placing hoops into a vat of boiling He held charges in Lima and Newark, and for each name, each member received the Enormous Show Combined attended the
the First Presbyterian church of Zanesville, est in lot in Mt Vernon. $100.
erything
to make you cool
water, when he slipped and fell into the in 1878 became professor of theology in twelve ayes.
R L Vincent to 8 L Mix, 33J acres
recent speed contest of'Horeless Carriages,* was continued, owing to absence of im
Watches From $1.50 Up.
Picture
Frames
made
to
and
cheerful.
Brown,
$500.
water. Before Kistler could be helped he Gambier Seminary, and professor of philos
at Chicago, and wisely concluded to secure portant testimony.
WEIGBMA6TBB.
Chas. S. Sapp, 8heriff, to Thomas
Call and see what you can order at
was frightfully scalded, especially about ophy in Kenyon college. In 1882 he became
A. D. Bunn was nominated for tbis office the most thoroughly finished and speedy of
The matter of organizing a new church Nicholas, 80 acres in Jackson, $640.
the feet, from which the flesh dropped in rector of St. John s church, but lived in and upon vote for confirmation received tbe numerous new vehicles there tested.
buy
for little money in
Ellen Shafer to Clayton H Bishop, lot 100
Frank L. Beam's.
at Brighton was refeyed to a committee
great strips. Kistler will be crippled for Gambier until 1885, in which year he be twelve ayes.
Other circus managers were also there, and consisting of Rev. E. W. Childs, of Gran in Centerburg, $1,000.
Gents'
or Ladies’ Watches
W
H
Shafer
to
James
A
Bell,
lots
62
and
life as a result of the accident. He is a came rector of St. Paul's church, Cleveland
Corena Yeast—Something New!
all bid for the "winner.” The well-known ville, Elder John C. Hamilton, of Newark, 63 in Centerburg, $1,575.
POLICE.
at F. A. Clough & Co.’s.
printer by occupation and was recently He was a member of the Loyal Legion, and
A Perfect Yeast. Try it and be con
It was agreed by the old council that the courage and unlimited fintneial resources and Rev. Faris Brown, of New Concord, to
Mary M Miller to Irvin Mackey, lot 40 in
vinced. Sold by
thrown out of work at Akron. *
chaplain of Tyrian lodge, F. and A. M.
police force should consist of but three men. of John Robinson and Franklin Brothers, examine the field, with power to organize a Danville, $550.
Warner W. Miller.
Potato onion seta, as well as a full
W H Shafer to Thomas C Hess, 1 lot 40
— A -Rang of toughs Monday night at
Your Horses, Cows, Sheep and Hogs
The names presented were those of Charles together with that resolute determination church.
in Centerburg, $1,500.
line of new garden and flower seeds at
tacked the crew of the first section of Balti
OLDER THAN OHIO.
need them. And we are prepared to
to
at
all
times
secure
tbe
best
in
all
branches,
Lauderbaugh, T. R. Plummer and George
Rev. Robert Wiley, of Jersey, and Elder
W H Shafer to 8arah A Phillips, i lot 40 Warner Miller s.
Get your House Furnish fill your
more and Ohio freight train No 30at Hunt’s
prompted these well-known managers to Wm. B. Evans, of Newark,
Woolieton, each receiving twelve votes
were in Centerburg, $1,500.
Station. They were ejected from the train Mrs. Barbara South, of Howard, This
John Adams, President, to Cornelius
outbid all others and they did secure tbe elected to represent the Presbytery at the
ing
Goods at
BOARD OF EWUALI^VTION.
Just received some of the finest dinner
2263$ acres in Miller, patent.
County, 104 Years of Age.
by Engineer Frank-Atherton and Conductor
Fifth ward—The names of Charles Fred most wonderful achievement in science, the general assembly to be held in Saratoga, N. Rickman,
Condition Powder
sets ever seen for the money. Fine thin
Frank L. Beam's.
Ward
Chambers
to
Perry
Higgins,
141
J. H. Powell when they opened up with
Mrs. Barbara South is the oldest person ericks, R. C. Mitchell and D. C. Stone were “Motocycle’’—the mode of conveyance in Y., in May.
goods, warranted, and beautiful decora
acres in Miller, $1,750.
revolvers and fired a number of shots into in this section of the state. In spite of her presented, Mr. Fredericks receiving ten the twentieth century—a mechanical con
Japanese mattings are one ot the Receipts and guarantee to give you the
Charlotte E Scarbrough to Geo L Myers tions.
Sets that compare favorably
The Presbytery will meet on May 14, in
the caboose and (be cab of the engine. All age, 104 years, the 28th day of March. Mrs votes and Mr. Stone two. Mr. Fredericks trivanoe that can run 60 miles an hour Adams Mills, to instaB Rev. A W. Liggett 41$ acres in Pike, $1,700.
with any $25.00 set ever sold, and at nicest things of the age. Not like the Purest Drugw, and our price will suit
Phedorah J Clements to Lillie B Leonard half the price. Stop and see them.
members of the crew escaped injury, and as South lives in comparatively good health succeeds Mr. Stone and is to serve for three over ordinary country roads. It can cover as pastor of Madison church. Their next
old fashioned matting. Finer, more you.
lot 7 in Amity, $1,000soow as possible officers of tbis city and at her home in the village of Howard, thi years.
beautiful and more durable. You can
100 miles an hour on a speed coarse, and regular session will be held in Kirkersville,
E. 0. ARNOLD
R I) Sapp to Alexander Durbin, laud in
see the finest line of these goods at
We also carry in stock the famous
Newark were appriied of the attack. The county.
Unioo, $450.
Sixth ward—C- F. Cochrau, G. E- Can the cost of running this wonderful “Horse beginning September 7.
ARNOLD’S ever shown, and atj prices
8 B Myers to Geo W Boling, land
second section came alon^ and purposely
Mrs. South nee River was born in Frank ning and C. Ward were nominated. Mr. less Carriage” 100 miles is but sixty cents
Wall
Paper cheaper than from 10 cents to 60 cents per yard.
Monroe,
$500.
stopped at the station to give the men
lin county, Pennsylvania. March 28, 1792— Canning received seven votes and Mr (60c). it will be seen daily in the free
Burr 8heffer to Chas B Sheffer, 93 acres whitewash at
GRANGE MEETING
Stop and see them.
chance to get on, when they would have sixteen years after the Declaration of Inde Cochran five. Mr. Canning succeeds him parade of these great shows, and during the
in Pleasant. $4,000been taken to Newark, but they had de pendence was signed. At an early age site self.
Frank L. Beam's.
Grafton Williams to Gladden J Ewers
afternoon and evening performances will be Pomona and Green Valley Granges
Davis’ O. K. Baking Powder, every Which costs you but one-third of a cent
81J acres in Middlebury, $3,200camped.
came to Ohio and her family took up their
Hold a Joint Session.
put to trial tests of speed on the immense
cAn warranted to give entire satisfaction per feed.
BOARD or HEALTH.
residence on the Mt. Vernon and Martins
or money refunded. Trade supplied at
An exceedingly interesting meeting of
Fifth ward—Dr-B. B. 8cott was unani hippodrome track. No other circus man
Awarded
wholesale prices by Warner Miller.
Give us a call.
burg road, eight miles east of Mt. Vernon mously chosen to fill vacancy in this ward, sgsment has ever dared to put a fortune in the Knox County Pomona Grange was held
A Successful Social.
* The Old Homestead.”
Highest Honors—World’s Fair
At the age of 18, Miss Rivers was married for three years.
a
“
feature,
’
’
the
exhibition
of
which
will
Saturday,
with
Green
Valley
Grange.
At
Denman
Thompson
’
s
beautiful
play,
“
The
The Congregational church was crowded
We are displaying the
to Mr. John South, who has been dead for
Sixth ward—Frank A. Davis and A. B be without cost. Of course this is but one this meeting the following officers were Old Homestead,” will be presented Monday
Wednesday evening of last week to witness
largest
line of seasonable
forty-two years. Of this union ten children Tarr were nominated, Mr. Taro receiving of the many features of these combined elected and installed: Master, J. B. Stimetz; night, with the flavor of green fields, the
the ancient and modern social, given by were born, five of whom, three daughters
great shows, that will be seen daily in the Overseer, Clyde Rush; Lecturer, J. H. Bone; aroma of new-mown hay, the geniality and
seven votes and Mr. Davis four votesnovelties
in Belts, Shirt
the Young People's Society of Christian
East Side Public Square.
and two sons ere still living. Mrs. South
Tbe Clerk here presented each member magnificeut double parade, which, by the Steward, C. R. 8ims; Assistant 8teward, simple habits of the rustics, that always has
Endeavor. Supper was served in the front
Waist
Sets,
Silk Guards
hss lived in Howard, formerly called Kin with a slip containing the apportionment way, is more than a mile in length.
George
Yauger:
Chaplin,
Bryant
Ransom,
a fascination for tbe residents of tbe city
Telephone No. 36.
parlor by a number of young ladies, attired derbook, for 85 years.
with Silver and Gold Slides
It requires the largest tents that have Treasurer, William Barlett; Secretary, Nor That is perhaps the reason why this|<astorai
of jurors for their respective wards:
in costumes suggestive of ye olden times
In spite of her remarkable age, Mrs
Upon motion of Mr. Meyers, privilege ever been constructed to accomodate tbis man Braddock; Gate Keeper, W. W. Ran idyl which deals with country life and
ever brought to the city, at
After supper, an excellent musiral and South’s intellect is bright and her memory
was extended to Hon. W. L. McElroy to big amusement institution, and so enor som; Pomona, Winnie Rush; Flora, Allie eharms of rugged naturalness has proven
We have arranged wiih the manufac
literary program was carried outFred
A. Clough & Co.’s.
clear. She is familiar with American his address Council upon the Mulberry street mous have been ti.e crowds attending, that Yauger; Seres, Mrs. J. B. Stimetz; I-ady As. such a success. There is no depicter of the
turers for the sale of
tory and from personal experience tells sewerage problem. Upon motion of Mr- it has been necessary to augment tbe seat sistant Steward, Myrtie Lybarger- J. B. energetic, warm-hearted countryman who
Call and be convinced that you can
School Teachers. .
many an anecdote or incident connected Larimore, a committee consisting of the ing capacity, for it is not the policy of these Moston was elected member of the execu can surpass Mr. Thompson's great character
buy more goods and better quantity for
There were fifteen applicants before the with nearly all of the United States presi Street Committee and Civil Engineer was shows to so limit their seating capacity as tive committee.
the money, than any grocenr store in
delineation, Joshua Whitcomb, typefied in
Board of School Examiners, in this city dents.
the city, at
Warner W. Miller’s.
appointed to investigate end report at next to make those who desire to see and enjoy
The following committee was sppointed to tbe stern, yet kindly, old man, with a hear
If you are exhausted from care, 6tudy
Saturday, April 16. Nine were successful
Mrs. South is an exceedingly interesting meeting.
the wonderful performances,procure reserv make arrangements for the annual picnie and face open as the air, whose life is spent
orhtjd work. If your cheekB are pale,
receiving certificates for one year, as fol woman. She delights to dwell in the past
WHAT IS THE MATTER!
The President then offered the following ed seats,and while there have been reserved J. B. Merton,of Clinton; Norman Braddock* in living for others, tender, loving and al
If you are thin in flesh, appetite pc or
lows: Kirk Black, Bladensbnrg; J. H and entertains her visitors with facts of the resolution, which was read by the Clerk:
Are you Constipated? Do you have digestion week, liver torpid, kidneys
opera chairs placed around the arena for the of Morris; R. 8. Lybarger, of Green Valley; ways helpful, raised in a hearty soil.ripened
Brown, Gambier; L J. Durbin, Danville; J long ago which came under her observation
Sick Headaches? Is your Nervous diseased, sour stomach, dyspepsia, con
Be it resolved by the City Council of the accommodation of those desiring them,fully Ewing Sims, of Wayne, and D. B. Kerr, of and mellowed with a beauty that comes
MOST PERFECT MADE.
System, Liver or Kidneys out of order? stipated, or if you have any female
Griffith, North Liberty; Walter Kramer, She is a grand old woman of wide acquaint city of Mt. Vernon. Ohio, that Hon Wm. eight-tenths of the seats are free to the Pleasant.
from days of self-denial and warm sunlight.
If so, cure yourself with Wright's Celery weakness, we tell you candidly there i
Butler; A F. Secrist, Butler; Allie Cullison ance and many friends all of whom with M. Harper and Hon. A. J Workman, patrons. Their day of exhibition in Mt.
Ewing Sime was recommended for ap Overshadowing all as does the mighty A pure Grape Cream of Tartar Powder. Fre Tea.
Senator
and
Representative
respectively,
It improves the complexion. nothing you can take that will affor
Martinsburg, Mina Laree,* Mt. Vernon, for her happiness and greater length
representing Knox county in the General Vernon is Saturday, May 2, and in will pointment to deputyehip for Kox mnnty, roar of majestic Niagara the babbling from Ammonia, Alum or any other adulterant Price 25c, sold by Baker & Son, drug
you so great and oermanent hmefi
Viola Richards, New Castledays.
Assembly of Ohio, be and they are hereby surely be a gala day.
vice W. H .Booze, resigned.
40
YFf.RS
THE
STANDARD.
aud splashing of the gurgling brook.
gists.
Sold bv CRAFT & "AUGHER
The old Council met with all members
present Monday night, and after approving
the minutes of the preceding meeting ad
journed sine die- Alt the new members
were present and were sworn in. Mayor
Hunt ordered the roll of the members
holding over, and the roll of the new mem
hers called. After selecting a President and
Clerk, the new Council organized and pro
ceeded to business.
The committee appointed at the previous
meeting to agree upon a per diem salary for
the Civil Engineer, reported that they were
unable lo agree. Upon motion of Mr. Ste
phens the committee was discharged.
Before the old Council adjourned, City
Solicitor Critchfield arose and made a short
report of the litigation in which the city
bad been involved during the four years be
bad served the city as its legal adviser.
Suits against the cily had been brought
involving property to the value of $76,000;
judgments had been rendered against the
city aggregating $351. Out of thirty-eight
convictions for violation of ordinances,
thirty-six had been confirmed by higher
courts, leaving but two reversals.
The troublesome Mulberry street sewerage
question came up again for an airing. Hon.
W. L. McElroy was present and by consent
of Council, addressed them upon this sub
ject. Mr. McElroy is owner of property at
the corner of Gambier and Mulberry
streets. He also spoke for a number of
other property owners in that vicinity. It
appears that the rainfall from Monument
square and fiom North. Mulberry street
finds its only outlet down Mnlberry street
During the prevalence of heavy rains, the
water collects rapidly in the vicinity of Mr.
McElroy's residence, endowing to inade
quate sewerage, overflows and iuundstes
neighboring cellars. The residents of that
portion of the city have long borne with
this nuisance and it is the opinion of many
that Mr. McElroy is giving the new Council
ample warning, which, if heeded, may save
the city several unpleasant damage suits.
A resolution was passed requesting the
authority of the General Assembly in issuing
bonds for the enlargement and improve
ment of the city water works, the details of
which are fully explained elsewhere in this
issue.

FARMER SUICIDES.

A

“ This would be, indeed, a
treat, dear father.”

Harry M.Green’s
Drug Store.

CHERRY RIPE,
CLARET PHOSPHATE,
LEMON PHOSPHATE.

STOCK POWDERS

Colonial Stock Powder,

DIV

Craft & Taugher,

VWBr
* CREAM

BAKING
POWDER

KERR’S SYSTEM RENOVATOR.

PAINE’S CELERY COMPOUND.

THE CKIMtlEOi TICHT.
In the fall of the year 1892 a unique
phase of yacht racing was made mani
fest to a select few, but for obvious rea
sons its existence was not extensively
promulgated. Even now it may be
considered rash to give the facts in
Doctors are often handicapped by the public print, but, after careful reflection
mere fact that when treating the diseases of
women, they suggest and insist on " exam and consultation, it has been deemed
inations" and *~local treatment*’ A great liest for the good of all concerned so to
many of them do not know that this is abso
lutely unnecessary. Many a woman has do.
been thrown into a dangerous state of ner
On-the morning of Nov. 17, as the
vous excitement by the mere suggestion of
such treatment. Many women lie to the secretary of the New Orleans Yacht Club
doctor. That sounds hard, but it is un was walking down Canal street, on his
doubtedly true. They know that if they
admit certain symptoms that the docto! way to his place of business, he was ac
will inevitably insist on an "examination.” costed by a well-appearing stranger, who
They do not give him all the facta in the
case, and so he works in the dark. Quite spoke to him as follows:
often the doctor is too busy and too hurried
“Mr. Anvergne, I understand that
to make the necessary effort to obtain the
facts. He frequently treats symptoms for your club is to have a regatta on the
what they appear to be on the surface, when
the real cause and the real sickness is deeper 27th of the month. My name is Barn
and more dangerous. A derangement of ard—Oscar Barnard—of New York, and
the distinctly feminine organs will derange
the whole body. The woman herself may I am anxious to enter my yacht er—
not know exactly what is the matter with Alpha.”
her, but whenever she is sick, there are two
“May I ask, Mr. Barnard, if you are
things she should look out for first. One is
what is called " female weaknessthe a member of any of the New \ ork
other is constipation, for these two things
frequently go together. Dr. Pierce's Fa yacht clubs?*' queried Mr. Anvergne.
vorite Prescription is designed for the cure
"No, I regret to say that I am not."
of diseases and disorders of women, and it
does cure them. It has been performing its answered Barnard, “but I presume that
healing mission for 50 years, and tens of it is not essential.”
thousands of women have been made happy
“No, it is not essential,” replied the
by it. Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets are for
constipation, and contingent ills. Druggists secretary, “but it makes it necessary to
sell them, but sometimes in well meaning
ignorance, they will try to sell you some have your yacht inspected by our club
thing else. There is nothing "just the measurer. This, of course, is merely a
same” or "just as good.” The druggist
who tells you there is, is either mistaken formality, and if you will advise me at
or dishonest.
your convenience some time before the
If you care to know more about your own body,
send 21 ouc-cent stamps lo cover cost of mailing regatta, I will bring him on board the
only, and you will receive absolutely free a copy
of lfr. Pierce's t,008 page book. "Common Sense Alpha.”
Medical Adviser.** Address, World's Dispensary
“Inspection,” queried Barnard, in a
Medical Association. Buffalo N. Y.
nervous tone, “what do you mean? ’
At Springfield, Gertie Hunt, aged 20,
"Merely a formality, my dear sir,"
jw a result of a quarrel with her lover, replied Anvergne. "The idea is to offi
made two desperate attempts to suicide.
She took a dose of carbolic acid, and cially check the correctness of your
then shot herself in the stomach. She vessel’s register in regard to her beam,
load water line and length over-all.”
» in a hospital and will die.
“Ob,” replied Barnard, in a relieved
hid You Ever
Try Electric Bitters as a remedy tor your tone, “that’s all right. Make your own
troubles? If not, get a bottle now and get time,and I’ll promise, you a cordial recep
relief. This medicine lias been found to be tion and all the tape lines you want.
peculiarly adapted to the relief and cure of
After some further unimportant con
all Female Complaints, exerting a wonder
ful direct influence in giving strength and versation an appointment was made for
tone to the organs. If you have Loss of
Appetite, Constipation, Headache, Fainting the inspection and mutually agreed to.
Spells, or are Nervous, 81eepless, Excitable. But upon parting from Barnard Mr.
Melancholy or troubled with Dizzy Spells
Electric Bitters is the medicine you need Anvergne could not repress a feeling of
Health and Strength are guaranteed by its distrust for the stranger.
use. luirge bottles ouly fifty cents at O. It.
On the appointed day the inspection
Baker and Son Drug Store.
3
was duly made, and everything being
Condensed Testimony.
found in accordance with the yacht s
Clias. B. Hood. Broker and Manufacturer's
Agent, Columbus, Ohio, certifies that Dr. official register, Barnard’s entry for the
Kind's New Discovery has no equal as a coming regatta was duly accepted by
Cough remedy. J. D. Brown, Prop. St.
James Hotel, Ft. Wayne, Iud., testifies that Mr. Anvergne.
be was cured of a Cough of two years Bind
As the eventful day drew near con
ing,caused by La Grppe, by Dr King's New
Discovery.. B. F. Merrill, Baldwinsville, siderable • interest was shown in the
Although
Mus9.,says that lie has used and recommend performance of “Alpha."
ed it and never knew it to fail and would her hull and sail area presented no
rather heve it than any doctor, because it
always cures. Mrs. Hemming, 22*2 K. 25th special novelty, her speed was truly
Street Chicago, always keeps it at hand and exceptional. Even in a comparatively
and lias no fear of Croup, because it in
stantly relieves. Free Trial Bottles at light breeze she almost seemed to run
Geo. K. Baker & Son's Drug store*
3
away from the other boats in her com
pany; and although spreading less can
Burkleu’s Arnica Salve.
The Beat Salve in' the world for Cuta vas in a stiff wind than any of her rivals
Bruises, 8ores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever she easily passed them all.

Mrs. J. A. Sample Owes Her Strength to This
the Best of All Remedies.

Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positive
And so it was almost a foregone con
ly cures Piles, or co pay required. It is
guaranteed to give satisfaction or money re clusion that she would be victorious in
funded. Price 25 cents per box. For sale the raco, and the sole speculation was
by Geo. R. Baker <fc Son's.
22feb-ly

r

[Philadelphia R-cord.]
An explanation of the practice of
ringing two bells to start a street car,
which is now universal in this country,
was made yesterday by an old street car
man, and if not entirely trustworthy it
is ingenious. He declared that when
horse cars were first used here, one bell
was used to etart the car and one to stop
it For eome reason the horses soon
broke down. They foundered at the
knees and their shoulders gave wat •
Every device that could be thought of
was tried to ease up the strain 01 start
ing. Spiral springs were put on all the
traces, but no good resulted. Finally
a countryman who had only been em
ployed a week as a driver, suggested that
two bells be used to start the car, and he
averred that when the horses got used
to it they would set themselves at the
first ring and be ready to pull at the sec
ond. The plan was tried and was so
successful that it has been in use ever
Nye’s Pet Story.
[Chicago News ]

Bill Nye’s pet story wai the one as to
how he was charged $ I for a sandwich
in a village in New Jersey. He told the
man who sold it that it was a high price
for a sandwich and said that he had fre
quently gotten a ten-eju-se dinner with
(our kinds of wine for just making a
speech and finally asked the man why
he charged $4 for a ham sandwich
"Well, I’ll tell you,” said the sandwich
man, “the fact is, l»y gad, I need tlie
money.”
Bank of l-5iylan<l Notes.

LATEST
SPRING
STYLES
IN
BOOTS,
SHOES
AND „
SLIPPERS

Kidney Trouble Cured.

DR. DAVID KENNEDY'S

FAVORITE REMEDY

BOOTS, SHOES AND SLIPPERS

T.T.’

SPRI1T3 GOODS

"Mothers' Friend ”

SBreasl.

BOARD OF MEDICAL EXAMINERS PRONOUNCED
HIM HOPELESS.
An Account of the Case in Detail, in Which His
Recover}’ is Announced by the “Courier”
of His Native Town.
/another Soldier’s Experience as a Result cf His
Confinement in Andersonville Prison.

In Latest Shades and Patterns,

Quality all That Could be Desired.
STYLE AND FIT CORRECT,

At Live and Let Live Prices.
A. K. s I

I

THOMAS CLARK,

New Spring Dress Goods.
New White Goods, New
Ginghams.
New Dimities and Lawns.
New Shirt Waists, New Per
cales.
Ladies’ Spring Jackets and
Capes.
Children’s Spring Jackets
and Capes.
Ladies’ Skirts and Suits.
Beautiful Silks for Waists.
Immense Stock of Embroid
eries.

IONE SUCH

ST VIGOR

SAPOLIO

STANDARD PATTERNS are llii
Best and lest Economical
■ Pat ern llade.i

IT'S

G,RMMN
DRUGGISTS

work,which he had never hoped to do a^ain.
MT. VERNON,
OHIO.
who lives on Throop He lias taken altogether only ten Imxes.
Mr.
Weaver
wax
l/orii
in
Fenwa
Falls,
Street, Seneca Tails, N. Y., was a soldier in
war, ' . ' : i-: the Third Wisconsin where with the exception of a few years Mell >»ll the l*at«nt VI edfrlnew
Cavalry. In 18G2. while being transported spent in the West, he i.u- always lived, and
from Janesville to Chicago, the train was his condition and mnrvelot:)' cure is well
wrecked l-j a broken axle, which threw the known and can Le «ar3v verified.
Vl»crtl»ed lu lltia Paper.
George It. Davis, of 1 lie drug linn of Davis
ear^ down an cinbaukiuf nt.
<fc Seaman, says that the cure of Mr. Weaver
With many oli«T<
was nothing less than a mirai-Ic, and iliat it
Mr. Weaver ag isted
has resulted in largely increased sales of
in rcscitnig his less
“Pink Pills.”
fortunate c o 1.1 pa 11ions, and witile liftin? tin wrec.oi,’®
firu.u i'ie »na 1 led
-------a
men, he reecivvd an
AN OLD SOLDIBH'g TALS AND ITS
injury U» his
.SEQ.IKL.
that rmlerel h i<
SANITARY SCIENCE.
lower 1: ii'w useless,
Good F'ortmie Comea to a ^tclilgaik Vetl«—ide rupturing
<-rai> After Yenra of bi; lit rlu£.
himself, ilc was
S-A-N-A-D-O-R Skin Soso contains
From the Jourmil, Introit, .Mich. taken lo >.L L*>uu.
the latest and most perfect discovery
Many 11 fine coueiitution has been com
where lie received
in antiseptics. This antiseptic is nonpletely shattered from the 1 f ’<< l> of rxtmsnrf
the best medicul
ax and possesses soothing and
and want of care during the Infc war, and
treaimra:, bat with
many a man has carrhu ihroi f li life a bur
ling properties in a wonderful de
out gelti.vt any re
Leaven- den of disease and suffering
lief. 1! • wuj then taken — ----- -------- which
, . in many
gree. It is combined with-pure vege
wori'.i, h it with n > lx-it- r st^ecss. While ' cases is incurable, hut iww nu<l ih<n n rare
table oils, the product being the abso
nt the lint r p .iee he was examined by the exception occurs, and nine old >ol<lier is
lutely pure medicinal and toilet soap
Board of M'llical Exauiutcrs, « ho prouounc- ' made grateful and happy in the |xisfeH«oi» ol
known as S-A-N-A-D-O-R. This soap
ed his ca^e a ImpelcM one, telliug him that ! a remedy which takes away the old trouble
iltliou 'h he might live for years, he would and makes him feel voting atsin.
is of unsurpassed excellence for the
alwayi ic helpi ¥ ••
1 Mr. Bennet M. Metier, of May 1 ee. Mich.,
complexion, hands, nursery, hair and
Suit- • then h • 1m spent thousands of dol- ' is a mau in the prime of life, of fine physique
scalp. Its antiseptic properties keep
l:irs, b it lias never lieen able to get any re- and of evident education end refinement,
the ekin tissues soft, pliable and in a
lief.’ and he felt that he would always be ) He was a member of Compuny I, 14th Pennhealthy condition. It is always sooth
compelled to drag himself alxiut with the i sylvaniu Cavalry, and served three years in
aid of crutches. Fo.tr years ago lie was taken the late war.
ing and refreshing. Price 25c. per
worse, w *. not able to get alxmt even with I For nine months he was confined m A li
cake.
Prepared by S-A-N-A-D-O-R
the aid of crutches. It was then that hope ‘ dersonville Prison, sleeping out in the ©pen
MEDICAL CO., 10 and 12 V&ndedied, for the par.dyris hud attacked his [ air without covering and very little food
water St., New York City,
hitherto gooJ right arm as well and left him 1 until so reduced that his mind w nearly a
indeed helpless being scarcely able to feed i blank, he was drcadftilly erij pled wiih rheuhiinself ami wholly dependent on others.
| mati.-m mid with heart fiiilure to add to Ida
lie remained i:i this condition until a little comfort
For thirty years this rhpumntisni and
more thau a year ago, when he was induced
hy hearing of a farmer friend whose case was heart difficulty elung arouini him, not con
tinually
but coming and going at short in
similar to his own, who hid been to New
SAVE YOUR STOCK
York for treatm tit, hut who had been told tervals.
About nine months ago he rend of a won
hy the doctors there that there was no help
BY USING THE
for him, to try Dr. Williams’ l’ink Pills for derful cure, of some gentleman in Canada, of
CELEBRATED
Pale People. This friend, upon his return rheumatism l»v the use of Dr. Williams’ •
home hid his attention called to an adver Pink Pills. They were also recommended
Morris’ English Stable Powder
tisement of Dr. Williams’ Mi-dicine Co.’s to him by a friend and lie determined to
For Low ot Appetite.ConstipAtion, Rough Hair,
Pink Pills, and was induced to try them, try them.
llidu Bound, aud all I>iwa»e« of the B1<hmL
Almost immediately he began to improve.
Prlc^.
per puckaf**
with the result that he wan cured. Mr.
Weaver had tried so many different medi He continued taking them until he had UMd
Morris
’ English Stable Liniment
four
l<oxes.
It
has
heeff
over
six
months
cines that he felt it would he a waste of
Curw Lamen«.«. -'uU, Bruises. Scratches.
money, but as there is always hope while" since he lias had any symptom of eiilier rheu
Gslk. Sweeuey. Spaxins. Splint, ( urb, etc.
I'rlrr. ,'VO<-. per bottle.
there is life, detenuiued to give "Pink Pills” matism or heart trouiile and he believea his
trial. He did so, and was astonished to i cure is due entirely to the wonderful remedy
Morris’ English Worm Powder
find before he had taken one Iwx that lie as he took no other at the same time.
Warranted to cure say case ot Worm* in Horses.
was better. This was in June, 1K1M, that he J “ You can for me give them a good jveom*
Cattle, Sheep or Uoxe, also Pin Worm? in Colts
l-rlee, 5«H-. per box.
,
commenced tak mendution,” said Mr. Metier, “and I hope
ing them. He some of my old comrades will see the story
Craft’s Distemper and Cough Cure
was still skepti and will try them, for 1 know they will be
ASoeciflcfor DUtemper, Couehs.Colds, Heavee,
cal and carefully benefited.”
Flax lye, and all Catarrhal dim-awe of horaee.
Price, 3Oe. #1.00 per bottle.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills contain, in a con
watched him
self, thinking densed form, all the elements necessary to give
Wells
’
Hoosier
Poultry Powder
that the relief new life and richness to the blood and restore
Makes Hens Lay, cures Cholera, Gapes am)
would only be shattered nerves. They are an unfuiling spe
Roup, and kee'ie poultry healthy.
temporary. He cific tor such diseases as locomotor ataxia, par
Pl lee, U5e. per pack**©.
continued to im tial paralysis, St. Vitus’ dance, sciatica, neu
pens.ty «ru Iran lied satisfactory or money
prove, however, ralgia, rheumatism, nervous headache, the
refunded. Our new
“The Horse: His Diotasea
and Treatment.” nniiled i -ee.
and after taking after effect of la erippe, palpitation of the
Well* Mcdtcls ,e Co., Lafayette. fu«R
four boxes stop heart, rale and sallow complexions, all forms
For sale by, E 1) Taylor »fc Co , Eagle
ped for a time. of weaanem either in male or female. Pink
Pharmacy.
T h e improve Pills are sold by all dealers, or will be sent
ment was appar post paid on receipt of price, 50 cents a Tox or
From the C>uricr, Seneca FaUi, Af. Y.

Milton Weaver,

Thirty Years Hard Luck.

The Bank of England note is not of
the same thickness all through. The
paper is thicker in the left hand corner
to enable it to take letter and sharper
impression of tl« vignette there, and is
also considerably thicker in the dark
For the unfortunates who lie awake, system. Sleep alone rests this vital from every seclion of'United States to shadows of the center letters and under
staring at the ceiling and counting the organ, together with the nerves. Dur write sincere, hearty words of praise and the figures at the ends. Counterfeit
for this grand iovigorator.
strokes of the clock, every sleepless ing the waking hours the nervous sys thankfulness
People enjoying perfect health some note^are invariably of one thickness.
tem works incessantly. Poor sleep time6 wonder at this gratitude; but whonight is an eternity.
Mrs. J. A. Sample of 1558 Broadway, means a poor nervous condition, and ] ever has suffered from prostration of
Curiosity of tlie Calamlar.
New York city, was atllicted with in prolonged insomnia leads in every case the nerves, of which insomnia is one
It is interesting to note that when the
I
of
the
symptoms,
will
understand
somnia until her nerves were on the to prostration, and foo often to dread bow hard it is to overstate the tormeut 29th of February falls, as it (lid this year,
verge of prostration. She thinks her insanity. The mischief that results of thia condition. And whoever has on a Saturday, the general txxly of week
(ondition was due to indigestion. Here from weakened nerves is much greater been made completely well by Paine’s ly wage earners who are paid on that
and more destructive than most folks celery compound feels that no words day receive 53 payments in the 12
is what Mrs. Sample says:
even dream of.
can overstate the joy and gratitude such
“I have used Paine’s celery compound
months’ instead of 52.
The all important thing tor nervous, persons feel.
with marked and decided benefit. It is rundown persons, and for those who
This is the state of mind of thousands
A telegram was received at Lima
especially useful in insomnia, arising are losing sleep is that Paine’s celery of nervous, sicklv, broken-down persons
summoning the family of Hon. Charles
compound
builds
up
the
whole
physical
from indigestion and poorly nourished
who
have
used
Paine
’
s
celery
compound
N. Lamison to his death bed in Topeka,
system, and by improving the digestion and been made well.
nerves.
Kas. Mr. Lamison was one of the lead
and regulating the nerves it insures
“I should add that my granddaughter, sound, refreshing sleep.
Mrs. Samples tells of the happy results ing Democratic politicansof that section,
In winter most women and many in the case of her grandchild. One of and was elected to Congress. About a
Vera Hatleigh, was so thin and puny at
the age of ten as to cause us the great men lead hothouse lives. A flagging the most conspicuous instances of the year ago he was appointed to a position
appetite,a disposition to pick at this dish remarkable power of Paine’s celery in the land department by President
est anxiety. We had no difficulty in ’ and that, rather than to eat a square compound
over debility is shown in the Cleveland.
inducing her to take Paine’s celery meai, is among the early indications of relief it has afforded children. Ofcource
A. J. Graham,Postmaster at Avondale,
compound. Today the roses bloom in i failing health. Then comes delay in the dose is adapted to the age of the attempted sucide by swallowing a large
her cheeks, and I never saw a health falling 10-leep and the fretful, uneasy little patient. The compound purifies quantity of laudanum. Postoffice Inspec
feeling the next day.
the blood and corrects and tendency to tor A. R. Holmes, of Cincinnati, visited
ier, stronger child than Paiue’s celery
Deliverance from such a miserable constipation. Pale, puny children are Graham'soffice and found that the money
compound has made her.”
condition by the use of Paine’s celery made vigorous, rosy and healthy by this order lunds were nearly $300 short.
The brain is the centre of the nervous compound has caused men and women incomparable remedy.
While the inspector was yet conducting
the investigation Grafiam took the poison.
Most men are ready and willing to
A midget baby girl that has been the It was several hours before a physician
ed the owner:
die for their country—of old age.
wonder and pride
ide of Medina, Mass., for cmld he procured, and during the in
“Mr. Burrows, I am a Pinkerton de
more than a year died last week. She terim Mr. Holmes and the bjBtmders
tective, and am required by the Regatta
was 15 months old and weighed only plunged Graham into tubs of ice water
and lashed his bare flesh with wet towels,
nine pounds.
Committee to search your yacht for
thus keeping him alive.
possible propelling apparatus. If you
Blood purified,disease cured, sickness
It is asserted hy local surveyors that
are not willing to have me make the
and suffering prevented—this is the the government survey located about cntly permanent and he again commenced } six Ijoxcs for $2.50 (they are neversoldjn bulk
record
made
each
year
by
Hood
’
s
Sar

them, and before another box was i or by the 100), by addressing Dr. Williauia*
survey, you are forbidden to compete in
4,5C0 acres ot “good farming land" in taking
gone lie was able to walk and also to do light | Medicine Company, Schenectady, N. Y,
saparilla.
these races, and a photograph of your
side the limits of Klamath Lake, Or.

as to the lead she would have in the
finish. Judge then, of the surprise of
all when she lagged behind during the
first half of the race, and seemed the
slowest boat of the fleet.
No mishap boat, which I have just taken, will be
was noted on board, her sails were tight sent to all other clubs for their gui
as di uni heads, her spars intact, and dance.”
live sometimes when girdled
neither the captain at the wheel nor
Mr. Burrows, alias Trowbridge, alias
Nature ever
the crew clustered along the weather Oscar Barnard, etc., etc., absolutely de nearly around.
The importance of knowing just what rail, gave any indication of anything
labors
to
repair
damage,
and
clined to permit the search, and the
to do when one is atllicted with kidney being the matter. When the leading
detective, returning to his launch, the after a time, the wounded sur
disease or troubles of a urinary nature, is yacht turned the stake boat the Alpha
Waveworn turned about and retreated faces are nicely healed. Some
best answered by the following letter was fully half a mile astern, but by
from the scene.
persons live and fully recover,
which was recently published in the this time the breeze seemed to have
Very often on a perfecty calm day a even after consumption has
Poughkeepsie, N.
News-Press:
completely died away. The sails of the yacht is sighted upon some part of the
made cavities in the lungs.
Mii.i.erton, Dutchess Co., N. Y
Alpha hung limp and the main boom Atlantic coast, making good headway
“Dr. David Kennedy, Dear Sir:—For
In this struggle we can great
swung
lazily
to
and
fro,
but
in
a
little
without a sign of a power. Now a sloop,
more than eighteen months I was so
ly
aid nature hy giving Scott’s
badly atllicted with kidney trouble I while, although no perceptible breeze or again a schooner. A workman who
could scarcely walk a quarter of a mile could be noticed, she listed a little to hid in a yard where she was once re Emulsion of Cod-liver Oil
without almost fainting. I did not gain leeward and began to plow the glasslike
paired reported a small hole at bow and with' Hypophosphites.
The
any until I began to use Dr. David
A well selected stock of seasonable goods up to oil your requirements and a
Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy. After surface of the water. As she neared the stern, and it is surmised that she is pro oil supplies needed fat, and
prices within your means. We offer you in our Spring and Summer selectiong
using the first bottle I noticed a decided scattered yachts her speed perceptibly pelled on the same principle as the fish
improvement which continued, and I slackened, but she kept along to the end known as the squid—by taking in water the hypophosphites tone up
ART IN STYLE,
know that
The decline in
of the course and was officially declared at the bow and ejecting it violently at the nerves.
SKILL IN MANUFACTURE,
the winner.
the stem. But however that may be, weight ceases. A positive gain
AND HIGH MERIT IN QUALITY.
The Commodore of the New Orleans almost any yachtsman will corroborate begins, and once again there is
calling your attention to our new
It
is
a
pleasure
to
refer to these facts
Yacht Club, while presenting the cup to these details, especially if the inquirer promise of life and health. It line of
Mr. Barnard, could not refrain from is a landsman, and I have no doubt is never too late to try.
saved ray life, lor I was in a miserable remaking upon the peculiar nature of will furnish additional details to those
Scott's Emulsion kat been enJorseJ bf Ibe
condition up to the time I began to take the phenomenon they had witnessed
medial profeaio* for
jreers. (/tiA yoor doeWhich are radiant with good values and sparkling with Low Prices, We pay a
who will show a becoming credulity as tor.")
it—my friends thought I would never
Tbis is because it is always palatable—always
little
less and sell for a little less than anyone else, that’s the secret.
that
afternoon
—
a
sailing
yacht
making
to the performances of the chameleon uniform—always contains the purest Norwegian Codbe better.
liver Oil and Hypophoipbites.
My sister also lias been very sick with good headway without any noticeable yacht.
Put up in ? o emt and fi .00 sigrs. Tbe smalt sigo
may be enough to cure your tough or brlpyour baby.
bladder trouble for over a year, so bad wind. But Barnard, although appearing
that quantites of blood would come somewhat discomposed, accepted the
from her. She suffered at times most
One-Price Store.
frightful pain, and nothing seemed to cup with a few short, hesitating words
of
thanks,
and
the
“
Alpha
”
and
her
help her until she began the use of Dr.
David Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy. skipper sailed away from New Orleans
She is now using her third bottle, and is that Dight.
like a different person.
At the me sting 01 the Regatta Com
____________MRS. THOMAS DYE.”
mittee, held upon the following day,
considerable discussion was created by
the loudly asserted claims of fraud made
by other participants in the race. Final
ly it was deemed advisable to send out
a note of warning to the leading yacht
clubs of the country, notifying them of
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
the mysterious performances of the
white sloop yacht “Alpha,” owned by
Oscar Barnard of New York. This
I have been a midwife for many warning was duly received and ac
years, and in each case where “ MOTH
ERS' FRIEND" was used R accomplished woo- knowledged by the secretaries of the
dsrs and shortened tabor and lessened pain, it various leading clubs, and a careful
E’
is the best remedy for RISING OF THE watch was kept upon accredited en
BREAST known, and worth the pri-se tries.
—Merchant Tailor and Gents’ Furnisherfor that alone.
The regatta of the Philadelphia Yacht
Mrs. M. M. Brewster, Montgomery, Ala. Club was held in Chesapeake Bay on
124 SOUTH MAIN STREET.
June 25,1893. Among the contestants
Sent by Express or mall, on receipt of price,
11.00per tottle. Book "To Mothers'* mailed in the forty-rater class was the black
free.
sloop yacht “Ladybird,” with the name
F YOU ARE THINKING OF HEATING YOUR
BHADFiELD REGULATOR OO., Atlanta, Oa. of John B. Trowbridge of New York,
House it would pay you to inquire into the merits
lOLt BY ALL D&C3Q2BT0.
unattached, appearing on her register as
of
Hot
Water Heating, the most economical and the
sole owner. Although she was unable
most healthful known to science. If you are burning
to stand a club topsail in the prevailing
breeze, she made tremendous speed and
more than eight hundred pounds of hard coal to heat
won the race by seven minutes and
1000 cubic feet of space from the first of September lo
thirty-six seconds, and above all time
the first of May, wc can put you light and eave you
allowance^
money. We have had over thirty years' experience in
Among the piles of letters that were
this line of business, and will not experiment at your
laid upon the desk of the secretary of
the New York Yapht Club some few
expense.
days before the date set for the annual
*1
Call or Write to
TRADl
regatta was a soiled, crumpled envelope,
______ _
MARK
addressed in an extreiuely illiterate
This Girl is an acquaintance
style. It read as follows:
in thousands of American homes
where she is known as “ The
“Derre Sekretery: You kepe yur i
Practical Plumber, 37 Public Square, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
None Such Mince Meat Girl.”.
peled fur the bote with the kopr cauun
Her smile is reflected in every
that
going
to
bete
evry
bote
in
yur
race
i
home she enters for she brings
Headquarters for Iron Pipe and Fittings, and all kinds
delicious mince pic to all, and
cant tel the culler sliel be or rigd the same
at the same time saves the
of Plumbing Material.
fur be is kuter than old nick. And
housewife from the drudgchanges
her
awl
the
time
she
wur
a
jS\ Vry that old time mince
wite sloope at Nuorleens kold the alpha
pic making requi red.
fcsilX Bol l e»ertWh«rf Tike no >nbriliat«.
and black sloope at filidelfy kold ladyMl/AX 8c nl jour artdme. neuilo, thia
paper, and w. .Ill ecad r«a Ire.
X a book, "lire. Popklne Thaakaburd and she is < in dok stript now and
(lTtn(. 'bpoa«ortho moat popslar homoroue writora of the day.
what sheT be the da of the race no one
MERRELL-SOULE CO..
8yracuae, N. Y., Mfra. of
nows but mister smith A i am soor on
him as he hasg-ou «fc bounced
<
Yora to command
MINCE MEAT.
“ONNEST SEEMAN.”
Ibe anonymous communication of a
disgruntled sailor would have usually
The Miami classis, Reformed church been promptly thrown in the waste
of Ohio, has brought a novel suit against
Rev. D. Taylor, recently tried for alleg basket and no further notice taken of it,
RESTORE
ed immorality. It is for $21)0 damages but the coupling of the name with the
because Taylor had an injunction caus mysterious “Alpha” and with the widely
ing extra expense in his trial held at rei>orted “Ladybird” resulted in con
Dayton.
a
certed action on the part of the officers
When in doubt what to use for Nervous Debility. Loss of Sexual Power fin either
If a live energetic man is willing to devote
sex), lmpoteocy. Atrophy, Varicocele and other weakneXMS, from any cauM. use
Sexine Pills. Drains checked and full vigor quickly restored. If neglected, such
one half the time required in any other bua*- of the club.
troubles mult fatally. Mailed anywhere, sealed, for ft.oc; 6 boxes for $5.00. With
nt«s to Life Insurance, and more than double
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦aoee
everv I5.00 order we give a legal guarantee to cure or refund the money. Addrex*
Result in 4 weeks.
Just as the yachts were coming down
his income such an opportunity will be af
PEALL MEDICINE CO., Cleveland, Ohio.
forded him if references are satisfactory, by to the starting line a little launch darted
lOoctly
Sold at H. M. GREEN’S Drug Store.
applying for an Agency to M. A. MARKS, hither and thith<>r among them and «
General Manager. Equitable Life Assurance
Society, 265 to 281 Arcade, Cleveland, (A finally ranged alongside of the white
"A FAIR FACE MAY PROVE A FOUL BAR
At Barnesville Mahlon L. Fawcett, a schooner called “Waveworn/’ that was
retired business man and prominent said to be the property of a wealthy
GAIN.” MARRY A PLAIN GIRL IF SHE USES
citizen, was seized with apoplexy while Westerner by the name of Borrows. A
preparing for bed. He fell into a grate
tire and was so badly burned that his little wiry man climbed on board from
death is looked for hourly. His age the launch, and, glancing carelessly at
the little cofiper signal gup, thus accoetwas 78 years.

At Piqua, the explosion of the 100horsepower boiler of the Orr linseed oil
mill completely wrecked the East wall
of the large concern, more or lees dam
aging the entire structure. It is estimat
ed that the loes will reach about $75,000.

OLD SOLDIER
PARALYZED

Why Two Bells Are Vsed.

BALTIMORE AXD OHIO R. R.
TIME TABLE
In Effect June 30. 1H05.

16

am
10 15
pm
4 53

(Central Time.)
Lv. Chicago...........

“ Fostoria.........

am am
f6 05
pm
3 35

f2 00

i

B

Lv. Newark.............. 1 8 301 6 55 *6

•7 20 8 35 8
104 j
9 11 1 12l 7

Columbus.
“ Zanesville.....
At.

BURRIDGE A CO.,

pm

a m
8 00
ro ( p m
50 12 30
a m
25,11 25
p m
46, 1 12

Wheeling......

1 15 5 30 10
P
8 25
Pittsburgh.
noon a ro
Washington D C 12 00 6 3b
Baltimore............ 1 05 7 60
Philadelphia....... 3 40 10 15
p ml
New York.......... 1 5 55112 351

Thia Famous Remedy cures quickly and per
manently all nervous «11«ease*. *uch n» Weak
Memory, Loss of Brain Power, lleadticbc. Wake
fulness. EaMt Vitality, nivlitly < nil-.-ions, evil
•Jrcnnii, l-aixitency and wasting rilaeaaescaused by
youthful error, or execute. Contains no
opiate*. !•? a nerve tnnlennd Mood bulltler.
Mnkextho pale and puny strong anil plump. Easily
carried In vest pocket. ©1 per box: «l tcrytfx. By
mail prepaid with a written guarantee to cure or
mon-y refunded. Write us for free nardlral
book, »ent eenlod In plain wrapper, which con
tain* testimonial* and financial references. Mm

127 Superior Street optosile American,
45
charge for con.ulttxtlon..
Beware of (mttam
Mon* Sold hv our advertised agent*, or addr
CLEVELAND, OHIO00
NEKVl: SEED CO., MasonicTeuiDle.Chlcu
05
With Associated offices in Washingt c
Sold in Mt Vernon oy Geo R. Baker A
22 a'zd Foreign Conntrie
Son and H. M. Green

p m

(Eaitem Time.)

OLICITORS AND ATTORNEYS
—for—

AND PATENT LAW CASES.

46

7
a
8
LvSandusky............ 3 00 |3 no
6
50
4
55
5
21
10
Lv Mansfield.........
“ Mt Vernon.......... 7 45 6 05 5 59,11

Lv Cincinnati.

PATENTS.

o. S. AND FOREIGN PATENTS

EAST BOUND.

8

s

HORSEZAEN

5 30

I 8
a
6
7
ilC
I P
112

25
m
38
50
15
ni
35

The Celebrated Specialist of the France Medical Institute.
Will be at the (I RTIN IIOINF, Mt. Vernon, Weil,
nestlay, May 20, ISOli, from S a. in. to *5 p. in.
OKI DAY OXLY.

WEST BOUND.

3

7

6TATIOKB.

47

p m a m
(Eaittrn Time)
Lv.Washington DC 8 20 —...
Lv. Wheeling......... 7 35 10 15
a m p ni
“ Zanesville........... 9 42 12 29
Lv. Newark.............. 10 22 1 30

111
17

p m a m
•••••• ........

3 45
6 22 6 19
7 1C 7 10

p n:

Lv. Columbus.......... 11 35 2 15

35 8 35

a m

“ Cincinnati......... 6 45 5
a ni p
Lv. Mt Vernon...... 11 17 2
p in
“ Mansfield.......... 12 12 3
Yr Sandusky.......... 5 4G 5
Lv Fostoria.............. 1 56 5
a
Ir Chicago.............. 9 00

45
12 25
ni
20 8 24 9 10

30 9 31 10 24
40 a m 12 15
55 11 33 8 45
m
p ro
7 25 0 40

•Daily J Stop on 8ignal. fDaily ex. Sunday
J. Van Smith, Gen’l 8upt.
Chab.O. Scull Gen’l Paas'r Agent.

—THE—

C.Sehednlt
1. &in effect
C. JanM

uary 5,1S%.

DR. FRANCE. PRESIDENT

South Bound.
1 “ 1 38 |
a m P nt! pm
Cleveland ...Lv 8 10 8 00 12 45
Akron ...f........... 935 9 S3 2 19
Orrville ............... 10S3 10 33 3 30
Millersburg .... 11 1'4 11 16 4 02
Killbuck ........... ' 11 22 11 29 4 12
Danville................. 1 58 f 12 (Irt 4 50
Gambier................. 12 16 12 35 5 10
12 48 12 45 5 So'
Mt Vernon
1 12 5 58
Centreburg........| 1 17
31 6 18
Sunbury ...........
1 34 ff 11 34
1 5'2 1 52 6 35
Westerville ...
Columbus___ Ar 2 15 2 15 7 00
am
pm
pm

8

2

Central Time.

Cincinnati.

7
7
8
8

10
23
04
22

8 40
9 07
9 27
9 46
10 10
am

600) 6 40*
pin 1

North Bound.
Central Tiifie. |
Cincinnati. ■ Lv

3

1

am
8 00

i7

1

114

35

,

1........

6
6
0
7

5
5
5
6

35,
HO
2o
51

00;
27
44
04

1 13 2 25 7 S3
1 2b 2 40 7 47
1 48 f 2 59 8 04
2 31 3 4! 8 43
3 36 3 55 8 53
3 25 4 35 9 42
4 20 0 05 10 36
5 45 7 3> 12 19
pm
pm
am

Dbk 8DE.V

BBAKOB

......... ,t 6 00 Lv.. .Mill-reborg .Ar
......... t 7 00 .............Killbnck...........
.... 9 20 Ar........ Trinway...............
........ flO 20 Ar... Zanesville.... Lv
..........a. m.
•Buns Dally,

7

pm
am
8 00 — 1....

Colnmbna.... Lv 11 45 12
12 09 1
tVeHterville .
12 25 r l
Sanbary ....
Centrebarg .
12 42 1
Mt.Vernon .
Gambier..,.
Danville........ ...
Killbnck. ...
Millereburg . ....1
Orrville..........
Akron. ..........
Cleveland.... .Ar

.

t Daily except Sunday,
stop. | meals.

pm
00
25
,3
05

|6 35
6 50

7 i*

7 50
8 CO
Ar

Ill

p. m.
f 7 45
7 10
4 15 ,
t 2 40
p- m.

f Flag

(V* Where no time is given trains do not stop

Noe. 2 and 3 carry Parlor Care between Cleve
land and Cincinnati, Fare 25 cents between
Cleveland and Columbus, or Intermediate sta
tions; 50 cents between Cleveland and Cincinnati,
or intermediate stations,South of Columbus..
Nos. '27 and 28. carry Veetibnled Sleeping Ci rs
between Cleveland and Cincinnati.
No- 27 has a Local Veetibuled Sleeper between
Columbus and Cleveland, and tan be occupied
by passengers after V^X) p m. at the East end of
the Union Depot.
No. 28 hasa Local Veetibuled Sleeper between
Cleveland and Columbus. Tbis Sleeper arrives at
Columbus at 2:15 a. m. and is set at the East end
ot Union Depot. Passengers can occupy their
berths until 7 XX) a. m.
No. 28 will etop to let off passengers South of
Mt. Vernon.
For any information address
C. F. DALY.
Gen’l Pass. Agent, Cleveland,Ohio
H. C. PARKER, Traffic Manager.
Ia.iianapolis, Ind

FRANCE MEDICAL AND SURGICAL INSTITUTE,
C8&40 W. Gay St-.caeblockN.g( State House. Columbu&,0. Inc»rporated,1886. Capitol,$300,000.

UR. FRANCE, of New York, the well known and suocesaful Boeelallst in Chronic Diseases
and Diseases of tfie Eye and Ear, on account of his large practice in Ohio, has established the
FRANCE MEQICAl INSTITUTE, where all forms of Chronic. Nervous and Pritate Diseases will he succeitlulQ treated en the meet Scientific principles. He is ably assisted bv a full corps of eminent
Physicians and Surgeons, each one being a well known specialist in his profession.
r*\D IZD A Mf'C has no superior in diagnosing and treating diseases and deft rniities.
L-* I* • I rtAM’L/C Acute and Chronic Catarrh, Diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat
and Lungs, Dyspepsia, Bright's Disease, Diabetes, Kidney, Liver. Bladder, Chronic Female
ind Sexnal Diseases speedily cured by treatment that has never failed in thousands of cased
liat had been pronounced beyond hope. Many people meet death every year who might have
ocen restored to perfect health had they placed their cases in the hands of experts.

50C BOOK FREE.

“The Medical Adviser” containing nearly one hundred
tagea, a short history of PRIVATB DISEASES, advice fo young and old—especially
hose contemplating marriage, fully illustrated. Do not fill to improve the oppornnlty
obtain one of the mast valuable hooka which has ever come within your
each. This hook will be sent to anyone free on receipt of postage. Address,
on. PRANCE, 3» West Gay Street, Columbus, Ohio.

YOUNG MEN—Who have become victims of
DISEASES OF WOMEN.-We have a special de
olitary vice, that dreadful and destructive partment, thoroughly organized, and devoted
labit, which annually sweeps to an untimely exclusively to the treatment of diseases ot
*rave thousandsof young men of exal'ed talent women. Every case consultingour specialists,
iud brilliant intellect,may call with confidence. whether by letter or person, is given the most
DR. FRANCE, after years of experience, hasdis- careful and considerate attention. Important
covered the greatest cure known for weakness cases (and we get few which have not baffled the
in the back and limbs, involuntary discharges, skill of all the home physicians) have the bene
impotency. general debility, nervousness, lan fit of a full council ol skilled specialists. Ia
guor, confusion of idea*, palpitation of the treatment of diseases peculiar to females, onr
heart, timidity, trembling, dimness of sight,or success has been marked, over two-thirds of
giddiness, diseases of the hea<), throat, none, or our patient* being ladies, old, young, married,
rich and poor. Our method Is entirely
in, affections of the liver, lungs, stomach, or single,
wels—those terrible disorders arising from free from objccfrtiuable features of the general
practitioner,
namely, “Local treatment.” We
the solitary vice of youth—and secret practices,
blighting their most radiant hopes or anticipa seldom find it necessary. We prepare remedies,
constitutional
and local, as the case demands,
tions, rendering marriage impossible. Take I and instruct ladies
how to treat themselves.
oue candid thought before It Is too late. A week
MARRIAGE.
—
Married
persons, or young men
or month may place yourcase beyond the reach ' contemplating marriage,
of physical
of hope. Onr method of treatment will speedily j weakness, lossof procreativeaware
powers, impotency
aud permanently cure the most obstinate case,
or any other disqualifications, speedily restored.
and absolutely restore perfect manhood.
PRIVATE DISEASES.—Blood Poison, Venereal
TO MIDDLE-AGED MEN.—There are many from Taint, Gleet, Stricture, Seminal Emissions,
the age of 30 to 60 who are troubled with fre Loss of Sexual Power, Weakness of Sexual
quent evacuations of the bladder, often accom i Organs, Want of Desire in Male or Female,
panied by a slight burning or smarting sensa- whether from imprudent habits of youth or
tion, weakening the system in a manner the sexual habits of mature years, or any cause that
patient cannot account for. On examination of debilitates the sexual functions, speedily and
the nrinary deposits, a ropy sediment will be permanently cuted. Consultation free and
found, or the color will be a tfiin or milkish hue, strictly coufldentiaL Absolute cures gnnrnnTketw are many men wko die of tbis difficulty, teed. Medicines sent free from observation to
Iguorant of the cause, which is a second stage all parts of the United Staten.
ot seminal weakness. We will guarantee a
EPILEPSY OR FITS—Positively cured by
. a as*
perfect cure In all such cases, and a healthy and never-failing method. Testimonial
estimonials farrestoration of the geuito-nrinary organs.
uished.

K

FREE EXAMINATION OF THE URINE.—Each person applying for medical treatment should

sendd or bring from 3 to 4 ounces of urine (that passed first in the morning preferred), which will
receive a careful chemical and microscopical examination , and if requested a written aualyala
will be given. Persons ruined in health by unlearned prelenders, who keep trifling with tkesu
month after month, giving poisonous and injurious con pounds, should apply immediately
Delays are dangerous.
rr *
Perfected in old cases which 1 ave h(en neglected or vntklllfuUv
tiuiiWLiiivk vviikv treated. No experiments or f Jure*. Parties treated bv
axprees, but where possible, personal consultation is prsferred- Curable cases
-7

No risks incurred.

*

D9*Cases and correspondence confidential. Treatment sent C. O. D. to any Dart of tl B
List of 130 ouestione free. Address, with postage, DR. W. A. FRANCE, Ro.
Weal
Oey 8t., Columbus, Ohio.

CONSULTATION FREE AND STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
IN HIS PRIVATE ROOMS. AT THE

Ourtis House, Mt. Vernon, Wednesday, May 20, from 8 a.
m. to 6 p m. ONE DAY ONLY.

